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This review covers the biosynthetic and evolutionary aspects of lincosamide antibiotics, antitumour

pyrrolobenzodiazepines (PBDs) and the quorum-sensing molecule hormaomycin. These structurally and

functionally diverse groups of complex natural products all incorporate rarely occurring 4-alkyl-L-proline

derivatives (APDs) biosynthesized from L-tyrosine through an unusual specialized pathway catalysed by

a common set of six proteins named Apd1–Apd6. We give an overview of APD formation, which involves

unusual enzyme activities, and its incorporation, which is based either on nonribosomal peptide

synthetase (PBDs, hormaomycin) or a unique hybrid ergothioneine-dependent condensation system

followed by mycothiol-dependent sulphur atom incorporation (lincosamides). Furthermore, within the

public databases, we identified 36 novel unannotated biosynthetic gene clusters that putatively encode

the biosynthesis of APD compounds. Their products presumably include novel PBDs, but also novel

classes of APD compounds, indicating an unprecedented potential for the diversity enhancement of

these functionally versatile complex metabolites. In addition, phylogenetic analysis of known and novel

gene clusters for the biosynthesis of APD compounds allowed us to infer novel evolutionary hypotheses:

Apd3 methyltransferase originates from a duplication event in a hormaomycin biosynthetic gene cluster

ancestor, while putative Apd5 isomerase is evolutionarily linked to PhzF protein from the biosynthesis of

phenazines. Lastly, we summarize the achievements in preparing hybrid APD compounds by directing

their biosynthesis, and we propose that the number of nature-like APD compounds could by multiplied

by replacing L-proline residues in various groups of complex metabolites with APD, i.e. by imitating the

natural process that occurs with lincosamides and PBDs, in which the replacement of L-proline for APD

has proved to be an evolutionary successful concept.
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1 Introduction

Most natural products synthesized in specialized secondary
metabolism pathways are complex compounds consisting of
several building blocks. These blocks can be regular intermedi-
ates supplied by primary metabolism, e.g. proteinogenic amino
acids or acyl-CoA molecules. However, more oen, several
unusual precursors synthesized in specialized biosynthetic
pathways are assembled into the nal natural product. Addi-
tionally, each individual unusual precursor can be incorporated
into several different structural contexts, i.e. it can be combined
with distinct types of building blocks, resulting in complex
natural products from structurally diverse families. Both the
biosynthesis of specialized precursors and even more impor-
tantly their assembling systems, which are able to combine these
specialized precursors, form themolecular evolution foundation
for an enormous diversity of secondary metabolites. The overall
prokaryotic biosynthetic potential has been partially uncovered
over the last few years by global genome sequencing efforts and
by the extensive analysis of known biosynthetic gene clusters
(BGCs).1,2 BGCs of complex natural products exhibit sub-cluster
mosaic patterns,3 where the biosynthesis of each specialized
precursor is encoded by a specic gene sub-cluster, which
represents an evolutionary independent subgroup of genes.
These sub-clusters spread autonomously by horizontal gene
transfer (HGT) among otherwise unrelated BGCs, resulting in
the incorporation of encoded building blocks in a new structural
context. Additionally, during evolution, sub-clusters pass
through gene gain/loss changes, resulting in a variable tailoring
of the complex compound moieties.

4-Alkyl-L-proline derivatives (APDs) represent an example of
a rarely occurring specialized building block. Although struc-
turally similar to L-proline, it has been long known that APD is
biosynthesized from another proteinogenic amino acid, L-tyro-
sine, through a specialized biosynthetic pathway unrelated to
the biological formation of pyrroles.4 APD can be incorporated
into at least three structurally and functionally diverse families
of microbial complex natural compounds (Fig. 1), including the
large group of antitumour agents pyrrolo[2,1-c][1,4]benzodiaz-
epines (PBDs; for review see Gerratana5), the signalling mole-
cule hormaomycin,6 and last but not least, the lincosamide
antibiotic lincomycin.7 As expected, all sequenced BGCs coding
for complex natural products with an APD moiety (hereinaer
referred to as APD compounds) exhibit the following typical
mosaic pattern: all of them share a set of ve or six homologous
genes, the APD biosynthetic gene sub-cluster (red arrows in
Fig. 2), encoding a uniform APD moiety scaffold; whereas, the
remaining part of BGCs is completely different for each group of
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2018
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Fig. 1 Natural lincosamides, pyrrolobenzodiazepines and hormaomycins incorporating L-proline or APDs. The names of compounds with
already sequenced BGCs are in bold and underlined. The coloured lines at the bottom represent the APD biosynthetic pathways (for the detailed
assignment of the APD biosynthetic proteins see Fig. 7 in Section 3.2) starting from L-tyrosine and resulting in the 2C APDs 4-ethylidene-L-proline
(DH-EPL) and 4-ethyl-L-proline (EPL) (blue line; the Apd3 biosynthetic step is not involved), 3C APD 4-((Z)-propenyl)-L-proline (DH-PPLh; orange
line; the Apd5 biosynthetic step is not involved) or 3C APDs 4-propyl-L-proline (PPL) and 4-propylidene-L-proline (DH-PPL) (red line). APD
precursors (in the central frame) and the APDmoieties in the final structures are coloured correspondingly. EPL in brackets indicates that it is only
a side-product in PPL biosynthesis.

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2018 Nat. Prod. Rep., 2018, 35, 257–289 | 259
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APD compounds. Additionally, a variable set of genes, which
encode post-condensation APD-tailoring enzymes, is present,
especially in the BGCs of PBD compounds (orange arrows in
Fig. 2), which results in a diversity of their APD moieties (Fig. 1).

For the rst time, this review covers the biosynthetic and
evolutionary aspects of all three above-mentioned groups of
APD compounds. We take advantage of several cutting edge
papers published over the last few years on APD biosynthesis.8–10

We also draw on the recently discovered amazing model of APD
incorporation into the truly “natural hybrid compound” linco-
mycin, where the amino acid APD is combined with amino-
octose, another unusual precursor.7,11–17

Briey, APD compounds represent a functionally benecial
alternative to related complex compounds with an integrated L-
proline moiety (Chapter 2). Biosynthesis of the unied APD,
which is incorporated into all APD compounds, is encoded by
a nearly identical set of genes spread among BGCs by an HGT
mechanism (Chapter 3). The APD precursor is then activated by
the APD-specic adenylation domain (A-domain), an integral
part of group-specic condensation systems. For all three
groups of APD compounds, these APD-activating A-domains
evolved independently by the adaptation of an ancestral L-
proline-specic A-domain (Chapter 4). Finally, the activated
APD precursor is integrated into different (in PDBs and hor-
maomycin; Chapter 5) or even radically different (in lincomycin;
Chapter 6) structural contexts depending on the group-specic
condensation system. In principle, even though APD biosyn-
thetically originates from L-tyrosine, it structurally mimics L-
proline and can therefore be incorporated into any complex
compound instead of the L-proline precursor if the following
two prerequisites are met: rst, acceptance of the APD
Fig. 2 BGCs of APD compounds and two related non-APD compounds in
for the respective BGCs are: HG425356 (tilivalline); KT381463 (limaz
(anthramycin); HQ872605 (porothramycin); HQ542230 (hormaomycin)
above the red arrows correspond to the numbering of the apd genes (1 s
Apd biosynthetic proteins see Fig. 7 in Section 3.2). The red striped arrows
i.e. coding for the second C-methyltransferase; the black framed arrows
BGC and its homologue hrmB in the hormaomycin BGC. All of the remai
in grey.

260 | Nat. Prod. Rep., 2018, 35, 257–289
biosynthetic gene sub-cluster by the BGC of the L-proline-
incorporating compound, and second, adaptation of the orig-
inal L-proline-specic A-domain to use APD (Chapter 7).
2 Gene-structure-function basis of
complex APD compounds
2.1 Overview of APD compounds and the encoding BGCs

So far, the APD moiety has been found in approximately two
dozen complex natural products belonging to three groups of
compounds; however, the distribution of APD compounds
among these groups is very uneven. Except for hormaomycin
and lincomycin, all the structurally characterized APD
compounds belong to PBDs (Fig. 1 and 3). Within this group,
a particularly high variability is typical among the APDmoieties,
including the length of the alkyl side-chain (two-carbon (2C
APD) or three-carbon (3C APD)) and the further tailoring of the
APD moiety.

All hitherto structurally characterized APD natural
compounds are microbial secondary metabolites produced
specically by Actinobacteria. To date, BGC sequences for seven
structurally characterized APD compounds have been pub-
lished (Fig. 2). Five of them encode PBDs: anthramycin
produced by Streptomyces refuineus subsp. thermotolerans NRRL
3143,18 sibiromycin produced by Streptosporangium sibiricum
ATCC 29053 (ref. 19) and porothramycin produced by Strepto-
myces albus subsp. albus ATCC 39897,20 all with 3C APD moie-
ties, while tomaymycin produced by Streptomyces achromogenes
var. tomaymyceticus21 and limazepine produced by Streptomyces
sp. ICBB 8177,22 which have 2C APD moieties. The two
remaining BGCs encode non-PBD APD compounds:
corporating proteinogenic L-proline. The GenBank accession numbers
epine); FJ768957 (tomaymycin); FJ768674 (sibiromycin); EU195114
; EU124663 (lincomycin) and GQ844764 (celesticetin). The numbers
tands for apd1, 2 for apd2, etc.; for detailed assignment of the encoded
in the hormaomycin BGC represent a gene hrmS homologous to apd3,
“U” correspond to the putative regulatory gene lmbU in the lincomycin
ning biosynthetic, resistance and regulatory or non-assigned genes are

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2018
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hormaomycin produced by Streptomyces griseoavus W-3846

and lincomycin produced by Streptomyces lincolnensis from the
publicly unavailable industrial strain S. lincolnensis (78–11)23 or
type strain S. lincolnensis ATCC 25466.24 Based on a comparison
of the BGCs for APD compounds (Fig. 2), it is evident that a sub-
cluster of ve or six “red-arrow” genes, named apd1–apd6,
shared across all BGCs for APD compounds should encode the
common APD-precursor scaffold. When examining the evolu-
tionary aspect, it is important to mention that there are PBDs as
well as lincosamides in which L-proline is incorporated in place
of an APD precursor (Fig. 1). Of these, BGCs for the PBD tili-
valline produced by Klebsiella oxytoca25 and lincosamide celes-
ticetin produced by Streptomyces caelestis13 are available (Fig. 2).
As expected, the sub-cluster of apd1–apd6 genes is completely
absent in both BGCs. Note that the production of non-APD
PBDs is not limited to only Actinobacteria, as tilivalline is
produced by g-proteobacteria and cycloanthranilylproline, for
example, by myxomycete Fuligo candida.26 It appears that the
highly specialized APD biosynthetic pathway is the limiting
factor maintaining the biosynthesis of APD complex
compounds within Actinobacteria. Some groups of secondary
metabolites of lower complexity, namely phenazines2 or related
anthranilate derivatives,27 can be produced by a wide range of
bacteria or lamentous fungi. The anthranilate derivative is the
second precursor of PBD biosynthesis (see Section 2.2).

Comparative analysis of related BGCs was considered
a useful tool for the identication of the APD biosynthetic gene
sub-cluster, but failed to assign the functions to particular
encoded biosynthetic proteins, postulate the order of biosyn-
thetic steps in the APD pathway or even to elucidate APD
precursor incorporation. An unexpected biochemistry, unusual
enzymology and fascinating combinatorial potential in natural
product synthesis (see the editorial in a recent special issue of
Chemical Reviews)28 are behind the inspiration for the pathway-
engineered approaches towards valuable bioactive compounds.
However, the same challenging features seriously complicate
the gene-to-molecule prediction, especially if an intermediate
hydrolytic maturation step is involved, (i.e. a larger precursor is
cleaved to form smaller constituents).29 Specically, APD
biosynthesis is based on the unprecedented reorganization of L-
tyrosine into a structure mimicking the L-proline derivative.30,31

Additionally, APD incorporation into the lincomycin molecule
is catalysed by a unique condensation system that involves
hydrolytic maturation.7 The best illustration of these general
difficulties is an example of lincosamide biosynthesis eluci-
dated only in the last two to three years (see Chapter 6), i.e.
twenty years aer publication of lincomycin BGC.23 The func-
tions of proteins participating in APD precursor biosynthesis
are therefore based predominantly on the recent results of
several groups and a combination of different experimental
approaches (see the detail in Sections 3.1 and 3.2).
2.2 Pyrrolo[2,1-c][1,4]benzodiazepines (PBDs)

Structural aspects. All PBDs contain a tricyclic system
formed by the condensation of APD or L-proline with another
amino acid precursor, the anthranilic acid or its derivative. The
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2018
variability of PBD structures arises from both the combination
of amino acid precursors and various modications of any of
the (A) anthranilate, (B) diazepine and (C) pyrrolidine or more
oen dihydropyrrole rings (marked in the cycloanthranilylpro-
line structure in Fig. 1). The simplest PBD, cyclo-
anthranilylproline,26 is presumably composed of the primary
metabolites L-proline and anthranilic acid, though more oen,
specialized precursors synthesized by specic biosynthetic
pathways enter the condensation. The seven-membered 1,4-
diazepine ring (B) then arises from the internal cyclization of
the dipeptide formed by nonribosomal peptide synthetase
(NRPS) with an unusual modular composition18,32 (see Section
5.1.2), and the resulting scaffold can be further modied by
various tailoring enzymes to give the nal compound.

In the so far described natural PBDs, the A-ring can be
modied at C-7, C-8 and/or C-9 by hydroxylation and/or meth-
ylation; the C-7 hydroxyl can then be further glycosylated or
methylated. The additional glycosylation of the C-9 hydroxyl has
also been published;33 however, in this case, the side-product
(DH-sibiromycin diglycoside) structure has not been fully
characterized. Modications of the B-ring are exclusively tar-
geted at C-11. The imine (N-10–C-11) is considered to be the
main natural active form of PBDs.5 The imine forms can be
easily solvated to carbinolamine or carbinolamine methyl ether
forms depending on the purication and storage conditions.
However, these forms are not considered as distinct derivatives
of PBDs because the transition between imine, carbinolamine
and carbinolamine ethers is reversible. Therefore, we propose
that different forms of an individual PBD should not be given
unique names. Accordingly, we follow the recommendation of
Gerratana5 and refer to all PBDs only in their imine forms. A
different situation is the irreversible oxidation at C-11, which
affords stable cyclic dilactams, i.e. C-11-oxo-derivatives of
PBDs.34–36 However, also in this case, we propose that these
derivatives should not bear unique names, but instead herein
their names are derived from the name of the corresponding
non-oxidized PBD using a prex “oxo“. Further modications at
C-11 are represented by the attachment of an indole residue in
the structure of tilivalline, which was shown to proceed non-
enzymatically,25,37–39 or by the reduction of the N-10–C-11 double
bond to give PBDs with secondary amine groups, as in usaba-
mycins and boseongazepines (Fig. 1 and 3).40,41 The C-ring
modications include hydroxyl and methoxy groups, endocy-
clic double bonds as well as 2C or 3C side chains at C-2 (for
examples see Fig. 1 and 3).

Seven natural PBDs with a 3C APD moiety in their nal
structures have been described, including anthramycin,42 sibir-
omycin,43 usabamycin A,40 mazethramycin,44 porothramycin,45

sibanomicin46 and one C11-oxo derivative oxoanthramycin
(originally inappropriately named limazepine H).36 Another six
PBDs incorporate a 2C APD moiety: tomaymycin and oxotomay-
mycin,47 prothracarcin (also named limazepine F),48 oxopro-
thracarcin,35 limazepine C49 and boseongazepine A.41

Additionally, besides the above-mentioned cycloanthranilylpro-
line, also DC-81 and tilivalline incorporate unsubstituted L-
proline.25,50 In the structures of chicamycin, abeymycin, RK-
1441A and neothramycins. The proline moiety is further
Nat. Prod. Rep., 2018, 35, 257–289 | 261
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Fig. 3 Additional representatives of natural PBDs. 2C APD moieties are in blue, while 3C APD moieties are in red.

Fig. 4 Crystal structure of the anthramycin-DNA (CCAACGTTGG
synthetic decamer) covalent adduct (PDB code 274D).55 DNA strands
are coloured orange and yellow; the 3C chain of the APDmoiety is red,
while the tricyclic PBD scaffold is green.
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hydroxylated, while in RK-1441 this hydroxyl is additionally
methylated.51–53

Biological activity. Naturally produced PBDs have been
demonstrated to have weak antibiotic and antiviral activities
but remarkable antitumour activities, which triggered both the
search for new related natural compounds and the extensive
chemical synthesis of PBD derivatives, including dimeric and
hybrid ones and PBD-antibody conjugates. Many of these have
already passed initial clinical trials and have the potential to
become clinically used anticancer drugs (summarized in
a review by Mantaj).54 PBDs generally act as sequence-selective
DNA alkylating agents. Their 3-dimensional (3D) structure ts
perfectly within the DNA minor groove (Fig. 4) and the elec-
trophilic imine at the N-10–C-11 position can subsequently
form a covalent aminal linkage between the PBD C-11 carbon
and the C-2 amino group of a guanine base.

Once bound to DNA, PBDs have been shown to mediate
a number of biological effects in cells, including DNA strand
breakage,56 the inhibition of DNA processing enzymes57–59 or
262 | Nat. Prod. Rep., 2018, 35, 257–289
transcription factors60,61 and modulation of the signalling
pathways.62,63 As many of these proteins and signalling path-
ways are upregulated in tumour cells, the described DNA
binding effects could partially explain the molecular basis of the
anticancer activities of PBDs.54 The DNA stabilizing effect has
also been described for some PBD compounds incapable of
forming the covalent linkage with the minor groove guanine
residue. Antonow64 documented a library of synthetic C11-oxo-
PBDs that displayed DNA helix-stabilizing activities through
non-covalent interactions when the reactive C-11 was blocked.
This could presumably explain the documented weak anti-
tumour activity of usabamycins and boseongazepines,40,41

which have a secondary amine instead of an imine in their
structures (Fig. 1 and 3).

Finally, besides DNA, PBDs can also target highly distinct
biological structures. Natural C-11-oxo-PBD oxoanthramycin
(limazepine H, Fig. 3) and its biosynthetically incomplete deriv-
ative limazepine G have been documented to inhibit neuramin-
idase, an enzyme that catalyses the release of progeny inuenza
viruses from infected host cells.36 Synthetic monomeric PBDs can
inhibit human DNA ligase 1 by binding to its catalytic site.65
2.3 Hormaomycin

Structural aspects. Hormaomycin, which was rst described
as takaokamycin,66 is a highly complex cyclic peptidic lactone,
which can be considered a linear octapeptide in a simplied
way, and is bridged by an intramolecular ester (lactone) bond
that forms a cycle consisting of six amino acid residues with
a side chain formed by the remaining two amino acid residues.
Hormaomycin possesses an APD moiety with a 4-propenyl
substituent, i.e. its 3C APD is distinct from those of PBDs and
lincomycin (see Fig. 1 and in detail in Chapter 3). In addition to
APD, two b-methyl phenylalanine residues [(b-Me)Phe], two
alanine residues with nitro-cyclopropyl groups [(3-Ncp)Ala],
a chlorinated pyrrole (5-chloropyrrole 2-carboxylic acid –

Chpca), isoleucine and D-allo-threonine compose the structure
of hormaomycin. In both the structure and the encoding BGC
we can observe clear traces of a duplication event which
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2018
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happened during the hormaomycin biosynthesis evolution.6

Even though hormaomycin presents a single APD compound
without any other known member of this group, we hypothesize
(see Section 3.4.2) that this duplication event was of great
importance for the overall evolution of the APD biosynthetic
pathway.

In contrast with PBDs, hormaomycin does not constitute
a compound group with variable APD moieties; it does not even
have a counterpart incorporating an L-proline instead of an
APD, such as in lincosamides. Actually, a single hormaomycin
side-product with a modied APD moiety was described con-
taining a (2S,4R)-4-methylproline residue instead of a 4-pro-
penyl residue.67 However, deuterium-labelled L-DOPA feeding
experiments disproved its origin from L-Tyr.

In addition to hormaomycin, two other natural analogues,
namely hormaomycin B and C, were isolated from a marine
mudat-derived Streptomyces strain SMN55 collected in
Mohang, Korea.68 These analogues were accompanied by hor-
maomycin, which indicated that they were only side-products of
hormaomycin biosynthesis arising from the omission of
methylation at one phenylalanine residue and its incorporation
instead of (b-Me)Phe.

Biological activity. In early biological studies, hormaomycin
was shown to display the following three main biological
activities:69 (i) it initiates the development of aerial mycelia in
some Streptomyces strains (induces morphological differentia-
tion), (ii) it is effective in stimulating antibiotic production in
different Streptomyces species and (iii) it is an extremely effective
narrow-spectrum antibiotic against bacteria restricted to
coryneform taxa, such as Arthrobacter (MIC 0.1–0.5 ng mL�1)
and Corynebacterium (MIC 0.1 mg mL�1) which are closely
related to Streptomyces. The antimicrobial activities of hor-
maomycin against other bacterial strains are weaker, such as for
Bacillus cereus IFO3001 (MIC 12.5 mg mL�1) and Micrococcus
luteus ATCC 9341 (MIC 1.56 mg mL�1).53,66 Finally hormaomycin
has also been observed to exhibit in vitro anti-malarial activity
against the pathogen Plasmodium falciparum.70 However, the
targeted biological structure and molecular basis of hormao-
mycin biological activity remain to be elucidated. Information
about the biological activities of hormaomycins B and C is
rather limited. Their antibacterial activities have only been re-
ported against a few bacterial strains.68 They were generally 4–32
times weaker than hormaomycin, which indicates an important
role for the methyl groups on the phenylalanine residues for the
antibacterial potency of these compounds.68
2.4 Lincomycin (lincosamide antibiotics)

Structural aspects. Lincomycin (Fig. 1; synonyms: linco-
mycin A, lincolnensin)71 is the only main naturally occurring
APD compound among the lincosamide antibiotics. Unlike
PBDs, lincosamides form a small group of natural products. In
addition to lincomycin, only two other major natural lincosa-
mide compounds have been identied so far: celesticetin72–74

and Bu-2545 (ref. 75) (Fig. 1). Nevertheless, many side-products
of lincomycin and celesticetin biosynthesis were reported in the
1960s' and 70s' (for review see Spizek, 2004).76 Among them,
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2018
lincomycin B77 with a 2C instead of a 3C APD moiety (Fig. 1), is
an undesirable side-product of the more efficient major product
lincomycin. In industrial fermentation, lincomycin B accounts
for 7–10% of total lincomycin content and should be removed
in downstream purication processes.78

A common scaffold of lincosamide antibiotics apparently
consists of two obligatory structural moieties: a specialized
amino thio-octose unit condensed by an amide bond with
a carboxyl group of an amino acid unit originating from pro-
teinogenic L-proline (Bu-2545 and celesticetin) or APD (linco-
mycin). In celesticetin, an additional salicylate unit is
connected via a two-carbon chain to a sulphur atom on the
amino sugar moiety. Interestingly, recent results on lincosa-
mide condensation7 uncovered an employment of another
hidden biosynthetic participant: the sulphur atom in a linco-
mycin molecule (as well as sulphur atom and two-carbon linker
of celesticetin) is the only remaining label of the L-cysteinyl from
the mycothiol-conjugate precursor (for details see Section
6.2).14–17

In terms of the structural context of APD building block
incorporation, the lincomycin molecule is the only known
complex natural product where the amino acid APD moiety is
attached to a biosynthetically different type of molecule,
a specialized amino sugar. In lincosamide biosynthesis evolu-
tion, the unusual APD precursor “enters” into the already
established complex biosynthetic system based on highly
specialized sugar metabolism. This makes lincomycin biosyn-
thesis an amazing model for the biosynthetic evolution of
secondary metabolism (see Chapter 6).

Biological activity. Lincomycin and its semi-synthetic deriv-
ative clindamycin (7-chloro-7-deoxylincomycin; Fig. 5)79 are
clinically important antibiotics that are frequently used against
infections caused by Gram-positive staphylococci and strepto-
cocci (for review see Spizek et al., 2004).76

Their mode of action involves the inhibition of microbial
protein synthesis by binding to the peptidyl transferase site of
the 50S ribosome subunit and interference with the peptide
chain initiation.80 A crystal structure of Deinococcus radiodurans
and a later one of the Escherichia coli 50S ribosomal subunit
complexed with lincosamide clindamycin documented this
binding.81,82 Clindamycin has three hydroxyl groups in its sugar
moiety (2-OH, 3-OH and 4-OH) that participate in the hydrogen-
bond formation: 2-OH and 3-OH interact with N6 of nucleotide
A2058 (E. coli numbering) of 23S rRNA. Dimethylation of the N6
group, which disrupts the hydrogen bonds, causes resistance to
lincosamides83 as well as to macrolides occupying an over-
lapping binding site.84 Also the sulphur atom of the sugar
moiety of clindamycin interacts with the 23S rRNA,81 indicating
a crucial role for the whole structure of the unusual amino thio
sugar moiety in the biological activity of lincosamides. The
proline moiety is positioned close to the tyrosyl residue of the
puromycin-binding site81 and its optional alkyl side-chain in the
case of APD lincosamides (lincomycin, clindamycin) prolongs
the lincosamide molecule towards the A-site t-RNA (Fig. 6).

Moreover, clindamycin exhibits signicant antiplasmodial
activity85,86 by targeting protein synthesis in the specic plastid
organelle, the apicoplast.87 Due to its low toxicity, clindamycin
Nat. Prod. Rep., 2018, 35, 257–289 | 263
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Fig. 5 Structures of synthetic and biotechnologically prepared
lincosamides.
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is recommended in combination with quinine for the treatment
of Plasmodium falciparum malaria in patient risk groups and as
a rst-choice drug for women in the rst trimester of
pregnancy.88
2.5 Functional benet of APD moieties

As described above, the biological targets and modes of action
of PBDs and lincosamides are quite different. However, in both
groups, the APD compounds seem to be evolutionary advanta-
geous and exhibit better biological properties when compared
to their counterparts that incorporate L-proline.
Fig. 6 Crystal structure of clindamycin targeting the peptidyl trans-
ferase centre in the 50S ribosomal subunit of Deinococcus radio-
durans (PDB code 1jzx);81 zoomed in view showing the blockade of the
cavity oriented towards the A-site t-RNA.

264 | Nat. Prod. Rep., 2018, 35, 257–289
This is more obvious for a small group of natural lincosa-
mide antibiotics. The simplest natural product, Bu-2545 (Fig. 1),
which consists of only L-proline- and amino-octose-derived
moieties, exhibits antibacterial activity 1–2 order of magni-
tude lower than that of the relevant APD compound linco-
mycin.75 The third and last main natural lincosamide,
celesticetin (Fig. 1), which also incorporates L-proline, exhibits
moderate antibacterial activity (25–50% that of lincomycin).86

However, an unbiased assessment of the APD presence/absence
impact on bioactivity can be obtained from a comparison of
celesticetin and CELIN (the enzymatically prepared hybrid of
lincomycin and celesticetin; Fig. 5), which differ exclusively in
their L-proline/APD moiety. The minimal inhibition concentra-
tion for Kocuria rhizophila was 1600 nM for celesticetin, 400 nM
for lincomycin and only 100 nM for CELIN.17 The impact of the
APD alkyl side-chain length is evident from the comparison of
lincomycin and lincomycin B (Fig. 1), a 2C APD derivative of
lincomycin. Lincomycin B only exhibits approximately 25% of
lincomycin activity.78 Finally, the same trend has been docu-
mented for synthetic derivatives of lincomycin and clindamycin
with a prolonged alkyl side chain (Fig. 5), showing an increase
in biological activity with the length of the APD alkyl side chain
as 2C < 3C < 4C < 5C (maximum activity ¼ 5C, 6C).86

It is evident that the ribosome binding activity of the linco-
samide core structure (Bu-2545) can be increased by both the
attachment of a salicylate moiety (celesticetin) at one side of the
lincosamide core and by prolongation by the alkyl side chain at
the other side (lincomycin). The increased biological activity of
the prolonged lincosamide structures corresponds well with the
known structure of clindamycin co-crystallized with the 50S
ribosomal subunit81 (Fig. 6). This shows that the prolonged
shape of the molecule by the APD alkyl side chain (red in Fig. 6)
perfectly ts with the cavity oriented towards the A-site t-RNA.

The molecular basis for the positive effect of the APD side
chain on the activity of the PBDs is different but analogous. The
mechanism of action is based on the tting of the PBDmolecule
into the DNA minor groove. The molecule has to t into
a dened space as well as possible, and the elongated APD side
chain can be advantageous (see Fig. 4). The DNA binding
activity of PBDs results from the sum of all the modications to
the molecule (for details see Chapter 5). However, the positive
effect of the APD side chain length is evident from a comparison
of the DNA affinity of several APDs, which showed the following
trend from highest to lowest affinity: 3C APD sibiromycin > 3C
APD anthramycin > 2C APD tomaymycin > non-APD DC-81 >
non-APD neothramycin.58,89 Moreover, it was documented, that
the non-covalent interactions between the DNA and PBD affect
the recognition of the target sequence (i.e. nding the best low-
energy conguration of DNA–PBD complex)57 and that the
length and modications of the APD side chain could (together
with other modications of the PBD scaffold) inuence the
sequence specicity of PBD binding and therefore qualitatively
change the resulting biological effects.

In summary, the above-mentioned facts suggest that APD
compounds and the APD biosynthetic pathway evolved as
evolutionary more advantageous variants of their L-proline
ancestors. Even though there are no described free APDs as nal
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2018
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natural products, the establishment and evolution of the APD
biosynthetic pathway was a crucial prerequisite for the molec-
ular evolution of several groups of bioactive natural products.
3 APD precursor biosynthesis
3.1 Early labelling studies

The elucidation of the APD biosynthetic pathway began with
lincomycin biosynthesis at the turn of 1960s' and 70's in the last
millennium, a period characteristic of the extensive use of
radiolabelled substrates. In 1969, Argoudelis et al. found out by
fermentation of a culture of S. lincolnensis with 14C and
deuterium-labelled substrates, followed by degradation of the
formed lincomycin, that both the N–CH3 and terminal C–CH3

methyl groups of the lincomycin 4-n-propyl-L-hygric acid (N-
methyl-4-propyl-L-proline) moiety originate from L-methionine
Scheme 1 Biosynthesis of APDs and post-condensation tailoring of AP
(APDs biosynthesized through complete APD pathway), blue (incomplete
or omission in the biosynthesis of EPL as a side-product shown in brack
condensation modifications of APD moieties.

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2018
(through biosynthetically formed S-adenosylmethionine,
SAM).90 Later it was shown that 4-ethyl-L-proline (EPL) and 4-
propyl-L-proline (PPL) accumulate in the culture broth of S.
lincolnensis when the growth media was sulphur limited.91 The
same authors proved using isotopically labelled substrates that
the precursor of both EPL and PPL was L-tyrosine and that only
seven carbon atoms out of the original nine carbons in L-tyro-
sine were incorporated into these precursors. Further contri-
butions to APD biosynthesis were accomplished with PBDs
based on double labelling and stable isotope experiments on
anthramycin,92 tomaymycin34 and sibiromycin93 biosynthesis.
These experiments indicated that an extradiol cleavage mech-
anism is involved in the pathway. Indeed, extradiol cleavage of
L-DOPA is the key initial step in APD biosynthesis and was
nally proven in an excellent study on lincomycin biosynthesis
using deuterated- and 13C-labelled substrates in combination
D moieties. (A) APD biosynthesis. Final APDs are colour-coded in red
APD pathway with the absence of Apd3 in the biosynthesis of DH-EPL
ets) and orange (incomplete APD pathway – Apd5 absence) (B) post-

Nat. Prod. Rep., 2018, 35, 257–289 | 265
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with 13C NMR andmass spectral analysis.4 The next fragment of
knowledge was added to APD biosynthesis in 1992 with iden-
tication of an intermediate in the later phase of this pathway,
here compound 6 (for structure see Scheme 1).94 This interme-
diate was isolated from the lincomycin non-producing strain of
S. lincolnensis UC8292, which was incapable of synthesizing
deazariboavin, a reductase cofactor responsible for the
reduction of 6 to PPL. Over these past three decades, several
hypotheses regarding the APD biosynthetic pathway have been
proposed and modied with the increase in knowledge.91,94,95

The proposal from 1992 was generally accepted until its revision
in 2016, for which characterization of BGCs from natural APD
compounds was a crucial prerequisite.8
3.2 Current knowledge on APD biosynthesis

Knowledge of the BGCs encoding APD compounds (see Section
2.1 and Fig. 2) allowed for postulation of the six APD biosyn-
thetic proteins. Given the history of individual BGC sequencing,
the names of relevant homologous genes and encoded proteins
are considerably heterogeneous. In the interest of clarity, we use
the unied names apd1–apd6 or Apd1–Apd6 for these genes and
proteins, respectively, throughout this review. The assignment
of unied names is given in Fig. 7, which includes also the
information on the level of the protein functional elucidation
(indirect elucidation in vivo by gene inactivation and/or direct
elucidation in vitro by testing with recombinant proteins). The
overall biosynthetic machinery responsible for APD biosyn-
thesis and modication of the APD moieties, which is consis-
tent with all currently available data, is depicted in Scheme 1
and elaborated in more detail below. The full set of six APD
biosynthetic proteins, i.e. the complete APD pathway, is
required for the biosynthesis of 3C APDs PPL (precursor of
lincomycin), and DH-PPL (precursor of PBDs with 3C APD
moieties). In contrast, one of the six APD biosynthetic proteins
Fig. 7 APD biosynthetic proteins. Proteins elucidated in vivo (gene inacti
recombinant proteins) are in red. Corresponding references are included
to the proposed order of catalysed reactions in the APD biosynthetic pa

266 | Nat. Prod. Rep., 2018, 35, 257–289
is missing in the biosynthetic pathways of 3C APD DH-PPLh,
a precursor of hormaomycin, and 2C APD DH-EPL, a precursor
of PBDs with 2C APD moieties, respectively. Similarly in the
complete APD biosynthetic machinery, one biosynthetic
enzyme can be omitted resulting in an alternative precursor, e.g.
2C APD EPL precursor of lincomycin B, side-product of
lincomycin.

3.2.1 Complete APD pathway (lincomycin and PBDs with
3C APD). The complete APD pathway converts the primary
metabolite L-tyrosine into APD using the full set of Apd1–Apd6
proteins. The rst step consists of the biochemically common
oxidation of L-tyrosine into L-DOPA; however, in the APD
biosynthesis, this reaction is catalysed by an unusual Apd1
hydroxylating enzyme, which contains heme b as a prosthetic
group (LmbB2 (ref. 31 and 96) Orf13;97 Scheme 1). Orf13 was
shown to use hydrogen peroxide as an oxidant and was
accordingly classied as a heme peroxidase. In contrast, LmbB2
did not require any external oxidants or reduced cofactor for its
in vitro activity; however, its activity was increased by the addi-
tion of (6R)-5,6,7,8-tetrahydro-L-biopterin.31,96 The exact reaction
mechanism of Apd1 hydroxylating protein thus remains
unclear.

L-DOPA subsequently underwent an extradiol cleavage by
Apd2 L-DOPA-2,3-dioxygenase, resulting in intermediate 1,
which was immediately subjected to a spontaneous intra-
molecular cyclization to form the yellow-coloured heterocyclic
compound 3 (LmbB1,30,96,98 Orf12,97,99 SibV,99). Apd1 belongs to
a single-domain type I extradiol dioxygenase of the vicinal
oxygen chelate superfamily of enzymes, which use non-heme
Fe(II) to bind and activate molecular oxygen for the subse-
quent insertion of two oxygen atoms via cleavage of the
aromatic ring of L-DOPA.30 In a different biosynthetic pathway of
the fungus Amanita muscaria, 1 produced by a 2,3-extradiol
dioxygenase cyclizes into a different compound, namely
vation experiments) are in green, proteins elucidated in vitro (tests with
in the cell corners. The Apd enzyme numbers (left column) correspond
thway.

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2018
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muscaavin.100 It is not clear what determines whether the APD
pathway proceeds towards 2 and 3 or not otherwise.

In the subsequent course of reactions, an in vitro reaction
with SAM-dependent Apd3 C-methyltransferase was employed
to document the methylation of compound 3 to afford inter-
mediate 4 (LmbW).8,78 However, it should be noted that 4 has
not been fully structurally elucidated yet and that the conducted
experiments did not unambiguously prove that the main native
Apd3 substrate was 3 and not the later pathway intermediate 7
(or its enamine form 7a), which was previously proposed to be
a substrate for this reaction.4,94 In contrast to 7, intermediate 3
as an 2-oxocarboxylic acid shares structural features with 5-
guanidino-2-oxopentanoic and phenylpyruvic acids (Ppy), both
of which are proven substrates of two functionally characterized
C-methyltransferases homologous to Apd3, MrsA101 (26% iden-
tity to LmbW with a coverage of 80% according to blastp) and
MppJ102 (26% identity, 84% coverage), respectively.103 Interest-
ingly, in hormaomycin BGC, there are present genes encoding
homologous C-methyltransferases for both similar substrates
HrmS (for Ppy) and HrmC (Apd3 from hormaomycin biosyn-
thesis).6 The schematic comparison of MppJ vs. HrmS based on
the crystal structure of MppJ with bound Ppy (Fig. 8A) and the
group of Apd3 proteins (Fig. 8B) reveals a high similarity in their
active sites: featuring a mainly highly conserved motif formed
by His243 and His295 residues, which together with Asp/Glu244
bind the central Fe3+ cation that, in cooperation with another
highly conserved Arg127, xes a-oxo-carboxylic moiety in both
Ppy and 3 (Fig. 8). However, this group of Apd3 proteins
contains an additional highly conserved motif, namely the
Arg331 residue, which could be responsible for the xing of the
second carboxylic group in 3. Logically, this motif is missing in
MppJ and HrmS (they instead contain Ser331 residue). Irre-
spective of the small differences in the active sites of both C-
methyltransferase types, their high similarity indicates that the
Fig. 8 Comparison of the active sites of two types of C-methyltrans
compound 3 (B). (A) Schematic active site of MppJ (Ser104; adopted from
to the generally low basicity of its indolic nitrogen, not required and enol
of Apd3 (HrmC, LmbW, etc.). Violet colour indicates the variability of the p
group (A) vs. group (B). Ppy, phenylpyruvate; SAM, S-adenosyl methionin

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2018
real native substrate of Apd3 indeed is 2-oxocarboxylic acid 3
and not an alternative substrate 7, as proposed earlier.

The subsequent course of reactions requires the cleavage of
an oxalyl residue from 4. The corresponding reaction was
proposed to be performed by Apd4, affording the still hypo-
thetical intermediate 5.8 Even though Apd4 is homologous to
gamma-glutamyltransferases (it is an N-terminal nucleophile-
hydrolase), the unprecedented ability of this protein family to
cleave off a C–C bond was demonstrated recently by the in vitro
cleavage of compound 3 (Orf6),9 which is a substrate of Apd4 in
the case of 2C APDs (see Section 3.2.2). The proposed mecha-
nism for Apd4 function is based on the release of a catalytic Thr
residue (N-terminal nucleophile) by aspartate transfer, the
generation of an alcoholate on the Thr residue hydroxyl group
and the subsequent nucleophilic attack of this alcoholate on the
carbonyl group of 3, which leads to the elimination of vinyl-
dehydroproline 7 and the regeneration of the Thr residue by
hydrolysis of the oxalate (Scheme 2A).9 However, the proposed
mechanism does not explain the shi of the electrons into the
sp2 C-atom (the authors solved this problem by protonating the
electron-superuous site), which differs from the usual b-
elimination reactions, where the shi occurs into an sp3 C-
atom. Therefore, a modication of the mechanism, involving
the reorganization of the double bonds in 3 or 4 prior to the Thr-
alcoholate nucleophilic attack or b-elimination reaction is
necessary (our proposed modication is presented in Scheme
2B). In addition, this mechanism is applicable also for the main
Apd4 substrate in the case of 3C APDs, i.e. intermediate 4, which
should be further converted by this protein to 5, an interme-
diate with the same stereochemistry at C-4 and localization of
the endocyclic double bond as DH-PPLh, for the nal APD of
hormaomycin biosynthesis.

Intermediate 5 requires the isomerization of its double bond
to afford 6 (Scheme 1), i.e. the previously identied pathway
ferases that methylate similar substrates, i.e. phenylpyruvate (A) and
Zou103 andmodified so that the deprotonation by Trp99 is, with respect
form of Ppy is methylated) vs. HrmS (Cys104). (B) Schematic active sites
roteins within each group, and the green colour depicts the variability in
e. The numbering of residues corresponds to MppJ.

Nat. Prod. Rep., 2018, 35, 257–289 | 267
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Scheme 2 Proposed mechanism for Apd4 function. (A) Previously
reported scheme for Orf6 and substrate 3 (adapted according to
Zhong).9 B. Alternative mechanism common for both 3 and 4 that
indicates the substrate double bond reorganization and more appro-
priately reflects a key b-elimination reaction. Compounds 5 and 7 are
drawn in their enamine forms (compare with Scheme 1).
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intermediate.94 This step was proposed to be catalysed by the
putative isomerase Apd5 based on in vivo experiments8

described in Section 3.2.2. Intermediate 6 is then proposed to
be reduced by the putative F420H2-dependent reductase Apd6 to
form the nal product in the APD pathway.8 It was shown that
lincomycin and lincomycin B incorporate the nal APD as fully
saturated PPL and EPL, respectively7,8,13 and that PBDs incor-
porate mono-unsaturated DH-PPL or DH-EPL.10 Comparison of
the different degrees of saturation of these nal APDs indicates
that the double bonds reduction in 6 catalysed by Apd6
268 | Nat. Prod. Rep., 2018, 35, 257–289
proceeds in these two groups of compounds in different ways
(Scheme 1). We propose that Apd6 in lincomycin biosynthesis
(Apd6LIN) catalyses the reduction of both the double bonds of 6,
while Apd6 in PBD biosynthesis (Apd6PBD) reduces only the
endocyclic double bond of the same intermediate. The function
and particularly different reaction specicity of Apd6LIN and
Apd6PBD have yet to be proven by in vitro experiments. However,
our preliminary experimental results show that in contrast to
Apd6PBD, Apd6LIN is able to reduce both the endo- and exocyclic
double bonds of 6.

3.2.2 Incomplete APD pathway (hormaomycin, PBDs with
2C APD moieties, lincomycin B). Four out of six APD proteins
are involved in all the biosynthetic pathways of the known
APDs: Apd1 hydroxylating enzyme, Apd2 dioxygenase, Apd4
lyase, and Apd6 reductase. The absence or omission of the C-
methyltransferase step catalysed by Apd3 results in the
biosynthesis of APDs with a 2C side chain (2C APDs), DH-EPL or
EPL. DH-EPL is incorporated into the PBDs tomaymycin and
limazepine E; where the BGCs of these compounds do not
encode Apd3.21,22 EPL, which is incorporated into lincomycin B,
is produced by a lincomycin-producing strain as a minor by-
product of PPL by skipping the Apd3-catalysed C-methylation
in the pathway.8,78 Absence of the Apd5 putative isomerase
presumably prevents the double bond in the side chain of 5
from being in a position that would be accessible for the
subsequent reduction catalysed by Apd6 (isolated system of
double bonds in 5 vs. the conjugated system in 6; the latter
enables conjugate addition of hydride ion). Therefore, Apd6 can
presumably reduce the endocyclic double bond only, and as
a result, DH-PPLh is formed (Scheme 1). This APD corresponds
to the APDmoiety incorporated into hormaomycin as a result of
the missing apd5 in the BGC.6 An analogous situation occurs in
the Dapd5 mutant of the lincomycin-producing strain, which
also incorporates DH-PPLh instead of PPL, into the nal
product.8 This inactivation experiment represents indirect
evidence for the function of Apd5, which remains to be
conrmed in vitro.

An additional protein, which was previously assigned
to APD biosynthesis, is TomN encoded within tomaymycin
BGC. TomN is a 4-oxalocrotonate tautomerase homologue
with a solved protein structure, but its natural substrate
has not been identied. However, TomN was shown to
catalyze the efficient ketonization of dicarboxylic acid 2-
hydroxymuconate, which is structurally reminiscent of 1.
Therefore, 1 was proposed as a possible candidate of the
TomN natural substrate.104 However, the role of TomN in APD
biosynthesis (regardless of its exact natural substrate) is
questionable because none of the remaining characterized
BGCs of APD compounds encodes a homologue of this protein
(including the BGC of 2C APD limazepine) and it is therefore
not clear why TomN would be required exclusively in the
biosynthesis of tomaymycin. One possible hypothesis is that
TomN plays only an auxiliary function in the stabilization of
a specic tautomer of an intermediate in APD biosynthesis
and that this activity is not indispensable for APD
biosynthesis.
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2018
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3.3 Post-condensation modication of APD moieties

The APD biosynthesis is, to a substantial extent, conserved and
results in a relatively narrow spectrum of four major APD
precursors (Scheme 1). In contrast to the APD uniformity, the
APDmoieties of the nal products are more structurally diverse,
which is true for PBDs in particular. This diversity of the APD
moieties is a result of post-condensation modications, which
occur in the biosynthesis of lincosamides and PBDs, but not
hormaomycin. All the post-condensation steps are summarized
in Scheme 1B.

3.3.1 Post-condensation modications in PBDs. Genes
encoding proteins assuring post-condensation modications of
the alkyl side chains of APD moieties in PBDs are apparently
sub-clustered with the apd1–6 genes and encode proteins that
are intrinsic to APDmoieties only. Therefore, these proteins can
be regarded as an extension of the basic set of six APD proteins
Apd1–6. A recent study based on LC-MS analysis of culture broth
and feeding experiments with deuterium-labelled DH-PPL10

showed that PBDs incorporate DH-EPL (PBDs with 2C APD) and
DH-PPL (PBDs with 3C APD) and that the remaining diversity of
the APD moieties is achieved through post-condensation
modications. However, several PBDs, including sibanomycin
and tomaymycin, are not subjected to any post-condensation
modications of their APD moieties and mere APD incorpora-
tion is required (Scheme 1B). The post-condensation modi-
cations were shown to be initiated by the FAD-dependent
oxidoreductase Orf7 in anthramycin biosynthesis, and an
analogous reaction was proposed for its homologues, SibW and
Por12, from the biosynthesis of sibiromycin and poro-
thramycin, respectively.10 This reaction establishes the two
conjugated double bonds in the APD moiety, resulting in the
nal APD moiety in sibiromycin. The double bond introduced
by Orf7 and Por12 presumably facilitates the subsequent
tailoring of the anthramycin and porothramycin APD moieties,
respectively, i.e. the oxidation of the terminal allylic carbon
atom in the APD moiety (Scheme 1B), which was previously
proposed to occur prior to condensation, i.e. at the free APD
precursor.18,20 The reaction in the anthramycin and poro-
thramycin biosynthesis is presumably catalysed by the putative
cytochrome P-450 hydroxylase Orf4 or Por9, respectively. The
expected intermediate alcohol (Scheme 1B) was proposed to be
a prerequisite for the subsequent APD moiety post-
condensation modications in the biosynthesis of anthramy-
cin and porothramycin; i.e. transformation of the allylic primary
alcohol into amide through an intermediate carboxylic acid
presumably catalysed by Orf3, Orf2, Orf1,18 or Por23, Por27,
Por8.20 The porothramycin APD moiety amide group is subse-
quently N-dimethylated, presumably by the putative methyl-
transferase Por25.10,20 Limazepine C contains an endocyclic
double bond in its APD moiety, which is likely a result of the
isomerization of the exocyclic double bond present in the
limazepine E APD moiety. It can be assumed that limazepine E
is converted to limazepine C by an unidentied protein. A
possible candidate encoded within the limazepine BGC that
could be involved in this reaction step is the putative avin-
dependent oxidoreductase Lim16.
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2018
3.3.2 Post-condensation modications in lincomycin (lin-
cosamides). In contrast to the post-condensation modications
in PBDs, which occur mainly on the APD moiety alkyl side-
chain, the lincomycin APD moiety undergoes a single post-
condensation modication consisting of N-methylation of its
pyrrolidine ring. When comparing the lincomycin BGC to that
of celesticetin, it is clear that this modication also occurs in
their evolutionary ancestor, which incorporates L-proline. The
evolutionary origin demonstrates that it can be considered to be
a general modication to an L-proline moiety and not a modi-
cation specically linked to the APD moiety, as is true for the
modications of PBD APD moieties. The N-methylation activity
was assigned to LmbJ and CcbJ, which are encoded within the
lincomycin and celesticetin BGCs, respectively, and which
indeed were shown to methylate synthetically prepared N-
demethyllincomycin.105 However, a later report revealed that the
substrate specicity of LmbJ is relaxed and identied two
lincomycin intermediates (one major and one minor; for details
see Section 6.4) as the native substrates of LmbJ, showing that
this modication step occurs earlier in the biosynthesis. The
observed relaxed substrate specicity is consistent with the
crystal structure of CcbJ, which is the only structurally charac-
terized lincosamide biosynthetic protein.106 This shows that
different moieties attached to the sulphur atoms in the N-
demethyllincomycin and natural lincosamide intermediates are
not a barrier for N-methylation. The situation is different in the
biosynthesis of celesticetin, in which the N-methylation reac-
tion presumably has to occur strictly before O-methylation of
the amino sugar moiety because the O-methyl group probably
blocks the N-methylation through steric effects.106 Because the
analogous O-methylation of the amino sugar moiety does not
occur in lincomycin biosynthesis, the omission of N-methyla-
tion is not present in its biosynthesis. This is also a logical
explanation for the fact that there are known natural celes-
ticetin derivatives without a N-methyl group on the proline
moiety,107 though natural N-demethyllincomycin derivatives
have not been found.107
3.4 Genome mining and evolutionary aspects of APD
compounds

3.4.1 New BGCs encoding an APD pathway. No attempts at
the genome mining of APD compounds have been reported
despite the thousands of sequenced bacterial genomes avail-
able in public databases. We used sequences of APD proteins to
search GenBank using the blastp web tool (https://
blast.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/Blast.cgi). Surprisingly, in addition to
the seven known BGCs of structurally characterized APD
compounds, we found 36 additional BGCs, which contain at
least a ‘minimal set’ of apd1 and apd2 genes. These genes
encode the Apd1 and Apd2 ‘pathway-forming’ proteins, con-
verting together L-tyrosine to compound 3, an initial APD.
Neither apd1 nor apd2 were found alone, occurring solely as
‘Siamese twins’, i.e. as a pair of overlapping genes. This indi-
cates their exclusivity for BGCs of APD compounds and estab-
lishes them as optimal markers of APD gene sub-clusters
encoding for APD moieties of complex APD compounds. Based
Nat. Prod. Rep., 2018, 35, 257–289 | 269
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on the putative Apd1 sequences from all the 36 newly identied
and seven known BGCs of APD compounds, we performed
a phylogenetic analysis to facilitate evaluation of the BGCs
(Apd1 phylogenetic tree is shown in Fig. 9; the organisms and
the accession numbers are listed in the ESI Table S1†). In the
newly identied BGCs for APD compounds, we searched for the
presence of remaining apd genes as well as for specic non-apd
marker biosynthetic genes (legend to Fig. 9) indicating the type
of the nal complex APD compound.

We found out that 19 out of the 36 newly identied BGCs
contain, alongside the apd sub-cluster (complete or incomplete
without apd3), also genes typical for the biosynthesis of PBDs,
which allowed for a more detailed classication of the putative
PBD products (Fig. 9 and Table S1†): (1) six BGCs encode
‘tomaymycins’; (2) one BGC for ‘limazepine’; (3) seven BGCs for
‘sibiromycins’; (4) four BGCs for ‘anthramycins’ and (5) one
BGC for ‘porothramycin’. Without detailed analysis of the
producing strains and production proles, we cannot deter-
mine which of these gene clusters encode the new PBDs, but
clear differences in the gene cluster composition suggest that at
least three of them encode the biosynthesis of new sibir-
omycins, as follows. Nocardiopsis prasina contains a different
composition of sugar biosynthetic genes, which suggests the
production of a sibiromycin derivative with a different type of
saccharide moiety. Actinomadura echinospora has a BGC without
apd3, which most likely leads to the production of a novel type
of sibiromycin derivative with a 2C APD moiety. The BGC of
Dermacoccus sp. does not contain apd3 and apd6, and does not
have sugar biosynthetic genes, but it contains a gene coding for
a putative glycosyltransferase. The prediction of this product is
more challenging, but the gene composition corresponds to
a glycosylated sibiromycin derivative with a 2C APD moiety.

The remaining 17 out of the 36 newly identied BGCs do not
contain (besides the apd genes) any additional marker genes
required for the biosynthesis of PBDs, lincosamides or hor-
maomycin. This nding suggests that these BGCs encode novel
classes of APD compounds, i.e. incorporating an APD moiety in
a novel structural context. Moreover, 11 out of the 17 BGCs
contain yet unidentied combinations of apd genes. The
proposed products encoded by these APD sub-clusters are
summarized in Fig. 9 and discussed as follows. None of the 17
BGCs encodes the complete apd sub-cluster, which means that
lincomycin remains the only non-PBD compound with a full set
of apd genes encoded within its BGC. Six BGCs contain apd
genes encoding known incomplete APD pathways: the sub-
cluster apd1, apd2, apd4–apd6 corresponding to the biosyn-
thesis of DH-EPL or EPL, and the sub-cluster apd1–apd4, apd6
corresponding to the biosynthesis of DH-PPLh. Regarding the
newly identied apd gene combinations, four types were
revealed: (1) the sub-cluster apd1, apd2, apd4, apd6 corre-
sponding to the biosynthesis of the 2C analogue of APD incor-
porated into hormaomycin, i.e. 4-((Z)-vinyl)-L-proline (I); this
APD was incorporated into a lincosamide by a Dapd3Dapd5
deletion mutant of a lincomycin-producing strain;8 (2) the sub-
cluster apd1–apd4 corresponding to the biosynthesis of 5, an
intermediate of hormaomycin, 3C PBDs and lincomycin
biosynthesis; (3) the sub-cluster apd1, apd2, apd6
270 | Nat. Prod. Rep., 2018, 35, 257–289
corresponding to 2 and/or 3 (products of Apd1, Apd2), which
can be reduced by Apd6 to give II or III; (4) the sub-cluster apd1,
apd2 corresponding to a ‘minimal’ APD pathway, which would
produce 2 and/or 3. The variability of new apd gene combina-
tions suggests that at least four new APD building blocks can be
expected in the yet unknown natural products.

The overall diversity of the new APDmoieties will most likely
be much higher depending on the structural context of the APD
incorporation, which can be at least partially revealed by the
presence of an A-domain activating the APD for a subsequent
condensation reaction (see Chapter 4). In Fig. 9, we indicate if
and what type of A-domain encoding sequence is present in the
new BGCs. Specically, 10 out of 17 BGCs for non-PBD APD
compounds encode an A-domain sequence, which correspond
to L-proline-specic A-domains by overall sequence homology.
Considering the known APD-incorporating systems, these A-
domains can be expected to have adapted for APD specicity
(these A-domains are referred to as ‘L-proline-/APD-specic’).
Four other new BGCs contain sequences corresponding to one
or more A-domain(s), but distinct from those with L-proline/
APD specicity; here, some of them could presumably activate
a modied APD. Amajority of the putative BGCs (13 out of 17) of
the potential new non-PBD APD compounds bear at least three
A-domain sequences regardless of their specicity (the number
of the putative A-domains in each BGC is included in Table S1†),
suggesting incorporation of the respective APDs or further
modied APDs into a complex metabolite of a peptide type. For
the remaining three BGCs, the incorporation context is more
difficult to predict and a possible involvement of something
other than the classical NRPS condensation system has to be
taken into account.

It should be noted that some of the BGCs encoding the new
combinations apd1, apd2, apd6 and apd1, apd2, apd4, apd6 also
encode L-proline-/APD-specic A-domains, i.e. these new APD
precursors are presumably incorporated by a condensation
system, which is generally employed by one of the groups of
characterized APD compounds. On the other hand, the process
of APD incorporation will be particularly interesting in the case
of APD sub-clusters without apd4. These pathways should
produce APDs with a heavily substituted four carbon residue at
C-4. However, the known APD condensing systems do not
accept such precursors,8 and also, no natural compound with
such a moiety have been reported. The condensing systems
responsible for incorporating these APDs may thus represent
novel enzymology.

Thorough analysis of all 36 new gene clusters and in-depth
analysis of their possible products is beyond the scope of this
review; however, we are convinced that the outlined BGCs may
be a challenging inspiration for further extensive research in the
eld of natural products.

3.4.2 Evolutionary origin of APD pathway. In contrast to
the pair of Apd1 and Apd2, the remaining Apd3–Apd6 proteins
are not essential for the formation of an APD scaffold and
instead represent APD modication steps. The role of Apd6,
which is encoded in almost all APD gene sets, most likely has
a dual character. It is predicted to be a reductase, modifying
saturation and thus also the nal structure of the APD, and in
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2018
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Fig. 9 (A) Unrooted maximum-likelihood phylogenetic tree of Apd1 proteins represented by the name of the producing strain (for accession
numbers of the respective proteins, see the ESI Table S1†). Bootstrap values (100 replicates) are indicated at the nodes. Apd1 fromputative PBDBGCs
are highlighted in shades of grey, and the lincomycin-producing strain S. lincolnensis is highlighted in blue; the hormaomycin producing strain S.
griseoflavus is highlighted in violet. Microorganisms with characterized BGCs encoding the biosynthesis of known compounds are in bold. The
highlighted Apd1 groups are marked with the abbreviations of APD compounds (putatively) encoded by the respective BGCs (the marker genes
characteristic for the respective groups of BGCs are shown in brackets): LIN– lincomycin; HOR– hormaomycin; TOM– tomaymycins (homologues
of tomP and tomD are present in the BGCs); LIM– limazepines (homologues of lim4, lim5); SIB– sibiromycins (homologues of sibC and sibH); ANT–
anthramycins (homologues of orf2, orf3) and POR – porothramycins (homologues of por25, por26). The set of apd genes identified within the new
BGCs obtained from genome mining is highlighted in red. The presence (+) or absence (�) of A-domains in the APD BGCs is marked in magenta.
Where the present A-domainwas additionally assessed to correspondwith the overall sequence homology to L-proline-specific A-domains (Fig. 10),
it is marked by ‘Pro’ in amagenta circle; the questionmarkmeans that the length of the available contig does not allow for determining the presence/
absence of the A-domain in the BGC with sufficient certainty. (B) Proposed APD precursors.

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2018 Nat. Prod. Rep., 2018, 35, 257–289 | 271
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addition, most likely also has a correction function essential for
conversion of the imine/enamine nitrogen of the dihy-
dropyrrole ring (Scheme 1A), which is generally not nucleo-
philic, into amine nitrogen. This is important for the further
course of reactions, including substitution at this nitrogen (e.g.
N-methylation in lincomycin biosynthesis) or NRPS-guided
incorporation via this nitrogen (e.g. assembly in hormaomycin
and PBD biosynthesis). Apd6 thus can be seen as an important
prerequisite to link different pathways in the biosynthesis of
more complex natural APD compounds. Apd4 is less common
than Apd6 but is also encoded in almost all APD gene sets,
suggesting that oxalate cleavage is an important biosynthetic
step. The Apd4 and Apd6 proteins belong to protein families
that are specic to Actinobacteria, but on the other hand are
widely distributed within this phylum;8,9 their origin is thus
obvious. In contrast, tracking the origins of Apd5 and Apd3,
which appear to be only optional for the pathway and were most
likely acquired later in evolution, is more challenging, though it
presumably can be inferred from the biosynthesis of PBDs and
hormaomycin, respectively.

Origin of apd5 and evolution of PBD biosynthesis. PBDs are
clearly the most abundant APD compounds with the highest
structural diversity. The unconditional presence of apd5 in all
24 BGCs for PBD biosynthesis contrasts with its rare occurrence
in the BGCs of non-PBD APD compounds (only 4 out of 19). This
strongly suggests that PBDs were an entrance gate for Apd5
isomerase activity into APD biosynthetic pathway and that the
apd5 ancestor gene was already involved in the acceptor BGC of
an ancestral non-APD PBD. The acquisition of the yet incom-
plete sub-cluster apd1, apd2, apd4, apd6 resulted in the forma-
tion of a BGC for a 2C APD PBD similar to that of limazepines.
Limazepines are the only known APD PBDs, which form an
anthranilate precursor via trans-2,3-dihydro-3-
hydroxyanthranilic acid (DHHA) through the chorismate/
DHHA pathway, which is partially shared with the biosyn-
thesis of phenazines (see Section 5.1). Specically, the forma-
tion of a phenazine precursor is from the chorismate/DHHA
pathway diverted by PhzF isomerase, homologous to Apd5
isomerase. It thus appears that Apd5 and PhzF evolved from
a common ancestor and that limazepines represent the cradle
of APD PBDs. Looking at the phylogenetic tree (Fig. 9), the
establishment of APD PBDs (limazepine type) was presumably
followed by simplication of the original chorismate/DHHA
pathway to the chorismate/anthranilate pathway (tomaymy-
cins) or by complete replacement for the kynurenine pathway,
resulting in the establishment of another group of PBDs: 2C
APD sibiromycins (e.g. newly found derivatives from Actino-
madura echinospora or Dermacoccus sp. PE3). Subsequent
acquisition of apd3 from a BGC of a non-PBD APD compound
would then result in the predominant group of sibiromycins,
i.e. sibiromycins with a 3C APD moiety. This event presumably
caused the splitting of sibiromycins into the two evolutionary
distinct groups in the Apd1 phylogenetic tree. The 3C APD
sibiromycins from the lower branch (e.g. the sibiromycin
derivative from Nocardiopsis prasina) appear to be evolutionary
highly progressive because they evidently represent the origin
272 | Nat. Prod. Rep., 2018, 35, 257–289
for the evolution of anthramycins and porothramycins with
heavily substituted APD moieties.

Origin of apd3 and evolution of hormaomycin/lincomycin
biosynthesis. The evolution of non-PBD APD compounds is
difficult to decode because the number of characterized
compounds and BGCs is limited only to lincomycin and hor-
maomycin. However, the BGC of hormaomycin exhibits genetic
features that give an indication regarding the evolutionary
origin of apd3. During the evolution of the hormaomycin
biosynthetic pathway, some of the genes encoding NRPS were
duplicated,6 resulting also in the duplication of amino acid
residues in its structure, including the unusual b-methyl-L-
phenylalanine residue. The BGC of hormaomycin encodes two
C-methyltransferase homologues: HrmC (i.e. Apd3 from hor-
maomycin biosynthesis; see Fig. 8), which is proposed to
catalyse the methylation of 3 in APD biosynthesis, and HrmS
(see Fig. 2, the red striped arrow), which is proposed to catalyse
the C-methylation of benzylic position in phenylpyruvate (see
Section 3.2.2). The structural similarity of HrmC and HrmS
substrates and the sequence homology of these putative meth-
yltransferases suggest that their ancestral gene was involved in
the duplication event in the BGC of the hormaomycin ancestor;
whereby, a gene encoding the attachment of b-methyl group in
the b-methyl-L-phenylalanine residue was duplicated, with one
of the encoded methyltransferases retaining the same substrate
specicity (HrmS ancestor), while the other was adapted for the
methylation of 3 in APD biosynthesis (HrmC ancestor). This
new activity was subsequently incorporated into the biosyn-
thesis of all 3C APD compounds, i.e. into more than a half the
PBDs (13 out of 24) and ve other non-PBD APD compounds,
including lincomycin.

There are several clues indicating a common origin of the
APD biosynthetic sub-cluster of hormaomycin and lincomycin
BGCs: rst, in the phylogenetic tree of Apd1 proteins, the
lincomycin LmbB2 and hormaomycin HrmE were identied as
the closest relatives. Second, the order of apd genes is
conserved among PBD BGCs (at least in the sub-cluster apd2-
apd1-apd6-apd5), but it differs in the BGCs of lincomycin and
hormaomycin (apd4-apd2-apd1 in both; see Fig. 2). Finally,
both lincomycin and hormaomycin BGCs comprise, in
contrast to the BGCs of PBDs, an unusual putative regulatory
gene (lmbU and hrmB, respectively) located immediately
adjacent to the apd genes in both BGCs.108 These rare genes are
homologous to the regulatory gene novE109 encoded within
novobiocin BGC, while no homologues of this gene are present
in the BGC of the non-APD lincosamide celesticetin, suggest-
ing its relation to the apd sub-cluster. Therefore, we hypothe-
size that the lincomycin and hormaomycin APD sub-clusters
originate from a common ancestor with the full set of apd
genes and the adjacent putative regulatory gene homologous
to lmbU. Two evolutionary events forming the current full APD
pathway thus presumably met in this common ancestor: the
duplication of the C-methyltransferase encoding gene result-
ing in apd3 and the acceptance of apd5 originating from an
ancestral BGC of a PBD.
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2018
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4 APD precursor activation

APDs are incorporated into the nal complex natural
compounds through two distinct machineries: NRPS systems
are used to assemble PBDs and hormaomycins (see Chapter 5),
and a hybrid condensation system is used to assemble linco-
samides (see Chapter 6). Despite the difference in the conden-
sation machineries, all known APD incorporation systems use
the same key initial biosynthetic step. This comprises APD
recognition and activation by an A-domain, which is either
integrated into the NRPS polypeptide chain (modular A-
domain) as in PBDs and hormaomycins or forms a discrete
protein as in lincosamides (stand-alone A-domain). APD-
specic A-domains evolved in a common principle by trans-
formation of the ancestral L-proline-specic A-domains to use
an unusual APD substrate, which was documented on the
model of lincosamide biosynthesis.11
4.1 Lincosamides: transformation of L-proline-specic A-
domain to use APD

In the lincosamide biosynthesis, L-proline or APD-precursor PPL
is incorporated into celesticetin and lincomycin, respectively.
CcbC and LmbC are the stand-alone A-domains, determining
the overall substrate specicity of the respective condensation
system. The high mutual sequence similarity of the pair of
CcbC/LmbC A-domains (55.7% overall sequence identity)
strongly suggests that they have a common L-proline-specic
ancestor (see Section 4.2). Biochemical tests have shown
signicant differences in the substrate specicity of CcbC and
LmbC: CcbC is strictly L-proline specic, whereas LmbC
strongly (103 times) prefers PPL over L-proline.11 This reects
efficient adaptation to the new unusual substrate PPL and, at
the same time, an effective rejection of the ancestral substrate L-
proline for activation and the subsequent incorporation into
lincosamide.

The substrate specicity of A-domains can be predicted from
the amino acid residues surrounding the substrate binding
pocket (SBP).110–112 This so-called nonribosomal code consists of
10 amino acid residues. Two of them (lysine and glutamate),
interacting with carboxyl- and amino-groups of the substrate,
respectively, are conserved in the amino acid-activating A-
domains. The remaining eight residues are variable, and their
specic pattern is conserved in A-domains having the same
substrate specicity. Even though the overall sequence
homology of the biosynthetically related L-proline- and APD-
specic A-domains CcbC and LmbC, respectively, is high,
their nonribosomal codes differ dramatically at ve of the eight
variable residues, reecting thus the APD-substrate specicity
adaptation in SBP (see the ESI Fig. S1†).

Indeed, homology models of the SBP of both proteins, built
according to the crystal structure of PheA, PDB ID 1AMU,110

visualised this dramatic reconstruction of the SBP during LmbC
evolution.11 Specically, spacious (phenylalanine, valine) or
more hydrophilic (tyrosine) amino acid residues were
substituted for smaller (alanine, glycine) or hydrophobic
(leucine) residues, resulting in the formation of a hydrophobic
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2018
channel essential for accommodation of the alkyl side chain of
PPL. In addition to this, the homology models and biochemical
tests showed that LmbC also efficiently activates synthetic APDs
with prolonged 4C and 5C alkyl side chains.11 From a pharma-
ceutical point of view, this was a very important nding that
enabled the preparation of more efficient lincosamide antibi-
otics by mutasynthesis (see Section 7.2).113

Recently, the proposed molecular mechanism of the A-
domain SBP adaptation in LmbC evolution to prefer the APD
substrate was experimentally conrmed.114 The above-
mentioned three amino acid residues of the CcbC SBP were
substituted to residues present at corresponding positions in
LmbC by site-directed mutagenesis. The resulting substrate
specicity of the triple-mutant CcbC protein was signicantly
shied and mimicked the Km values of LmbC: rst, PPL was
signicantly preferred over L-proline (Km differs by two orders of
magnitude). Second, the Km values for synthetic APDs with
prolonged alkyl side chain were even better than those for PPL,
the natural substrate of LmbC.
4.2 Independent evolution of APD-specic A-domains

Previously performed phylogenetic analysis of APD-specic A-
domains of published APD compounds showed that not only
stand-alone A-domain LmbC, but also modular A-domains from
the biosynthesis of PBDs and hormaomycin evolved from L-
proline-specic ancestors.11 In addition, the adaptation for an
APD occurred in parallel, i.e. independently for each of these
three groups of APD compounds. We performed an analogous
analysis updated for recently published L-proline- and APD-
specic A-domains of known compounds and additionally for
putative L-proline-/APD-specic A-domains from the BGCs of
potential APD compounds uncovered in this review (see Section
3.4.1). The updated phylogenetic tree is depicted in Fig. 10, and
nonribosomal codes of the (putative) A-domains are presented
in the ESI Fig. S1.† This phylogenetic analysis fully complies
with the previous results that the APD-specic A-domains
evolved independently several times:11 all seven so far pub-
lished APD-specic A-domains are spread among L-proline-
specic A-domains (biochemically characterised or based on
the known structure of the nal product).

Specically, the stand-alone APD-specic A-domain LmbC
from lincomycin biosynthesis clearly belongs to a clade together
with stand-alone L-proline-specic A-domains, and its closest
relative homologue is the L-proline-specic A-domain CcbC
involved in the biosynthesis of the non-APD lincosamide cel-
esticetin.11 The CcbC/LmbC pair, with a different substrate
specicity, is related to other biochemically characterized
stand-alone L-proline-specic A-domains employed in the
biosynthesis of various pyrrole derivatives, including undecyl-
prodigiosin (RedM),115 pyoluteorin (PltF),115 coumermycin A1
(CouN4),116 anatoxin-a (AnaC),117 leupyrrins (Leu5)118 and others
(see Fig. 10 and the ESI Fig. S1†), indicating a common ancestral
L-proline specicity. All modular L-proline-/APD-specic A-
domains form distinct clades from the clade of stand-alone A-
domains. Of these, those involved in PBD biosynthesis form
a single distinct clade, including the conrmed APD-specic A-
Nat. Prod. Rep., 2018, 35, 257–289 | 273
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Fig. 10 Rooted maximum-likelihood phylogenetic tree of L-proline/
APD-specific A-domains. Bootstrap values (100 replicates) are indi-
cated at the nodes. Acetyl-CoA synthetase AcsA (GenBank number
WP_004399030.1) was used as the outgroup. The set of A-domains
used for the phylogenetic tree construction comprised both the
stand-alone and modular L-proline-specific A-domains with substrate
specificity already experimentally verified or deduced from the
metabolite structure and corresponding NRPS substrate specificity
prediction (RedM),115 RphM,121 MarM,122 Pyr8,123 PigI,124 HapI,125 Bmp4,126

274 | Nat. Prod. Rep., 2018, 35, 257–289
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domains of tomaymycin (TomB), limazepines (Lim2), sibir-
omycin (SibD), anthramycin (Orf22) and porothramycin (Por21)
as well as putative APD-specic domains from the 19 new
putative BGCs, which presumably encode the biosynthesis of
the PBDs. Note, that the modular L-proline-specic A-domain
NpsB from the biosynthesis of non-APD PBD tilivalline
belongs also in this “PBD” clade.

In contrast, the hormaomycin APD-specic modular A-
domain, HrmP(3) and the 10 putative L-proline-/APD-specic
A-domains from the novel BGCs of potential non-PBD APD
compounds belong to several clades, which all are distinct from
the “PBD” clade. Even though no L-proline-incorporating
counterpart of hormaomycin has been identied, the sequen-
tially closest homologues of APD-specic HrmP(3) are L-proline-
specic modular A-domains LpmD(2) and PstD(2) from the
biosynthesis of laspartomycin119 and friulimycin,120 respectively.
Similarly, the 10 putative L-proline-/APD-specic A-domains
from the new BGCs of the potential non-PBD APD compounds
constitute a heterogeneous block interspersed among A-
domains with conrmed L-proline specicity, suggesting that
they evolved independently but in parallel from several different
L-proline-specic ancestors.

From the overall viewpoint, we hypothesize that, in contrast
to APD biosynthesis, which is spread by HGT of the apd sub-
cluster, the condensation systems for the incorporation of
APDs evolved independently by using the existing L-proline-
incorporating systems and adapting their A-domain specicity.
5 NRPS-directed APD incorporation
5.1 PBD biosynthesis

In the biosynthesis of PBDs the APD precursor is condensed by
bimodular NRPS to the activated anthranilic acid or its deriva-
tive (referred to also as an anthranilate precursor). Similarly to
APD, this second PBD precursor is also synthesized in
a specialized biosynthetic pathway.

5.1.1 Biosynthesis of anthranilate precursor. In contrast to
the rare occurrence, biochemically unusual features and
NgnN4,127 IdmJ,128 CalN2,129 CouN4,116 CloN4,130 AnaC/O,117 AnaC/a,131

DkxA/S,132 DkxA/M,132 Leu5,118 PltF,115 GrsB(1),133 TycB1(1),134 FenA(1),135

MycB(4),136 ItuB(4),137 Pps4(1),138 SypA(2),139 PuwA(2),140 MchC(2),141

NosD(2),142 NosA(3),142 NcpB(3),143 CipA(2),144 PstD(2)120 LpmD(2),119

ACMSIII(1),145 AcmC(1),146 Sky30(2)147 and SnbDE(1)148 together with
APD-specific A-domains from the already published APD BGCs
(highlighted in colours), two A-domains from the BGCs of related L-
proline-incorporating compounds PBD tilivalline and lincosamide
celesticetine and the proline-specific stand-alone domain HrmK from
hormaomycin BGC (in frames). Finally the set was completed with
putative APD-specific A-domains from the newly mined APD BGCs in
the tree determined by the name of the producing microorganism and
the respective putative APD compound, when predictable, or the
numbers of encoded apd genes (in red colour). The number in
parentheses behind the name of NRPS denotes the order of the A-
domain in the NRPS protein chain, if relevant. The letter behind the
slash denotes the source organism when the names of A-domains are
the same. The names, substrates, organisms, nonribosomal codes and
corresponding natural products are summarised in the ESI Fig. S1† The
abbreviations stand for: TOM– tomaymycins; LIM– limazepines; SIB–
sibiromycins; POR – porothramycins and ANT – anthramycins.

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2018
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evolutionary obscure origin of APD, the other PBD precursors,
anthranilic acid or its derivatives, are ubiquitous in bacteria,
representing the intermediates of several primary metabolic
pathways, particularly in the biosynthesis and degradation of
tryptophan. However, extra copies of genes coding for key or
regulatory enzymes in these pathways are oen included in the
BGCs of natural products that incorporate anthranilate or its
derivatives to ensure that enough of the precursor is available
for the respective biosynthetic process. The same phenomenon
has also been documented in the biosynthesis of PBDs.

Anthranilate precursors of PBDs are biosynthesized through
kynurenine or chorismate pathways, which are both derived
from the primary metabolism. The kynurenine pathway starts
with tryptophan, which is processed into variously modied 3-
hydroxylated anthranilate precursors and incorporated into
anthramycin,18,149 porothramycin20 and sibiromycin19,150

(Scheme 3A). The chorismate pathway can proceed via two
distinct routes, both starting with seven steps of the shikimate
pathway to yield chorismic acid. The rst route (chorismate/
anthranilate pathway, Scheme 3B) converts chorismic acid by
anthranilate synthase to directly yield unsubstituted anthranilic
acid, which is then incorporated into tomaymycin.21 The second
route (chorismate/DHHA pathway, Scheme 3C), partially shared
with the biosynthesis of phenazines and presumably the
evolutionary oldest type of anthranilate biosynthesis in APD
Scheme 3 Biosynthesis of anthranilate precursors. (A) Kynurenine pathw
porothramycin. (B) Shikimate-chorismate pathway resulting in the anth
resulting in the anthranilate precursor of limazepines and tilivalline, part
arrows indicate the entrance of the corresponding compounds to ad
compounds in capitals).

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2018
PBDs (see Section 3.4.2), involves the conversion of chorismic
acid via DHHA and results in 3-hydroxylated anthranilate
precursors. These precursors can be incorporated into APD PBD
limazepines or non-APD PBD tilivalline.22,25 Consequently, the
structure of the nal PBD, particularly the presence/absence of
the hydroxyl group at the C-9 of the PBD scaffold (corresponding
to C-3 of the anthranilate precursor) does not clearly reect the
biosynthetic origin of its anthranilate moiety. This is true
particularly for the limazepines22,25 and tilivalline25 vs. anthra-
mycin,18,149 sibiromycin19,150 and porothramycin,20 which incor-
porate 3-hydroxylated anthranilate precursors formed through
distinct pathways (Scheme 3).

Biosynthesis of anthranilate precursor through kynurenine
pathway. In anthramycin, sibiromycin and porothramycin
biosynthesis, tryptophan 2,3-dioxygenase (Orf17 or SibP) is
proposed to cleave the pyrrole ring of L-tryptophan to yield N-
formylkynurenine (Scheme 3A).18,19 This activity is not encoded
within the BGC of porothramycin, but utilization of a homo-
logue from the primary metabolic kynurenine pathway can be
expected.20 Subsequently, N-formylkynurenine should be
hydrolysed by aryl formamidase (Orf20, SibK, Por19) and
oxidized by a kynurenine 3-monooxygenase (Orf23, SibC, Por21)
to give 3-hydroxykynurenine (Scheme 3A). The subsequent steps
have been conrmed biochemically only for sibiromycin
biosynthetic proteins;150 however, the same strategy probably
ay resulting in anthranilate precursors of anthramycin, sibiromycin and
ranilate precursor of tomaymycin. (C) Shikimate-chorismate pathway
ially shared with the biosynthesis of phenazines (Phz enzymes). Empty
ditional biosynthetic pathways (indicated by the names of the final

Nat. Prod. Rep., 2018, 35, 257–289 | 275
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also applies to anthramycin biosynthesis.149 In vitro tests
showed that 3-hydroxykynurenine is C-methylated at C-4 (SibL,
Orf19), and the resulting 3-hydroxy-4-methylkynurenine is
cleaved by kynureninase (SibQ, Orf16) to yield 3-hydroxy-4-
methylanthranilic acid (Scheme 3A), which is recognized and
activated by the respective A-domain of NRPS. In porothramycin
biosynthesis, the methylation step is omitted (even though the
respective homologous methyltransferase Por18 is encoded in
the BGC) and 3-hydroxykynurenine is presumably directly
cleaved by kynureninase (Por17) to yield 3-hydroxyanthranilic
acid (Scheme 3A).20 The methylation of the hydroxyl at the C-3
position of the anthranilate precursor was assigned to puta-
tive methyltransferase Por26. This step presumably also
proceeds prior to condensation; however, it is not clear whether
the main substrate is 3-hydroxykynurenine or 3-hydroxyan-
thranilic acid.

Biosynthesis of anthranilate precursors through the chorismate
pathway. For tomaymycin, limazepine and tilivalline biosyn-
thesis, the shikimate pathway is expected to deliver chorismic
acid. All three BGCs contain an extra copy of a gene encoding
the putative 3-deoxy-D-arabinose-heptulosonic-7-phosphate
(DAHP) synthase (TomC, Lim3 and AroX), the key enzyme cat-
alysing the rst reaction of the shikimate pathway (Scheme 3B).
The remaining six steps leading to chorismic acid are probably
substituted by primary metabolic proteins. The fate of choris-
mic acid is different in the biosynthesis of tomaymycin and
limazepines. In the case of tomaymycin, the chorismate/
anthranilate pathway is employed; whereby, the chorismic
acid is presumably converted by the putative anthranilate syn-
thase TomD/TomP to form anthranilic acid (Scheme 3B), which
is proposed to be activated by the respective A-domain. In the
case of limazepines, the chorismic acid has been shown to enter
the chorismate/DHHA pathway, whereby it is transformed by 2-
amino-2-deoxy-isochorismate (ADIC) synthase (Lim6) and
subsequently by isochorismatase (Lim5) to yield DHHA
(Scheme 3C).22 Finally, DHHA is proposed to be converted by
a putative 2,3-dihydro-2,3-dihydroxybenzoate dehydrogenase
(Lim4) to form 3-hydroxyanthranilic acid. An identical pathway
for the 3-hydroxylantranilic acid precursor is presumably also
involved in tilivalline biosynthesis, as the homologues of Lim4-
6 (AdsX, IcmX, DhbX, respectively) are encoded within its BGC.25

The anthranilate synthases, converting chorismic acid in
tomaymycin (TomD/TomP), and ADIC synthase, converting the
same substrate in limazepines (Lim6) (Scheme 3), are sequen-
tially homologous, and unless they are biochemically charac-
terized, their reaction specicity can be predicted only based on
the presence/absence of genes coding for respective down-
stream biosynthetic reactions: ADIC processing DHHA synthase
(Lim5) and 2,3-dihydro-2,3-dihydroxybenzoate dehydrogenase
(Lim4). Accordingly, the 3-hydroxylated anthranilate precursor
is formed through the chorismate/DHHA pathway also in the
biosynthesis of paulomycins, diazepinomycin or benzoxazoles
calcimycin, caboxamycin and A33853.129,151–154 In addition, Lim6
and Lim5 homologues are also involved in the biosynthesis of
phenazines (PhzE and PhzD, respectively), where the resulting
DHHA is transformed to 6-amino-5-oxocyclohex-2-ene-1-
carboxylic acid (Scheme 3C) by the action of isomerase PhzF,
276 | Nat. Prod. Rep., 2018, 35, 257–289
which is highly homologous to Apd5 isomerases.155–157 We
suppose that PhzF-like activity was an ancestor of the Apd5
isomerase in the APD biosynthesis (see Section 3.4.2).

5.1.2 Condensation and post-condensation modications.
The precise mechanism of PBD condensation by bimodular
NRPS was recently described using tomaymycin biosynthesis as
a model.32 The initiating NRPS module (TomA) contains the
anthranilate precursor-activating A-domain and the carrier
protein (CP), while the second module (Tom B) consists of the
APD-specic A-domain, the CP-domain, the condensation
domain (C), which catalyses amide bond formation between the
two adjacent CP-domain-bound precursors (the carboxyl group
of the anthranilate precursor and the amino group of APD), and
nally the reductase domain (Re), which is responsible for
dipeptide release. In sibiromycin biosynthesis, an additional
new type of A-domain supporting protein (SibB) was described
to facilitate the APD precursor activation by SibD.158 Following
the NAD(P)H-dependent reductive release of the amide inter-
mediate from NRPS, the aldehyde of the APD moiety sponta-
neously reacts with the amine of the anthranilate moiety to
create a cyclic imine as part of the arising diazepine ring,
resulting in the tricyclic PBD scaffold.32

Although the substrate specicity of the L-proline/APD A-
domain is quite narrow (see Chapter 4), the anthranilate-
specic A-domains seem to be quite promiscuous given the
frequent identication of more than one side-product.32,149,150

Once recognized and bound to CP-domains, the precursors can
be further modied both before and aer the condensation
step. However, current knowledge about the precise timing of
the individual modications is limited. Experimental evidence
is available concerning anthramycin and sibiromycin biosyn-
thesis, in which the A-domain of the condensing NRPS prefer-
entially recognizes 3-hydroxy-4-methylanthranilic acid
(Scheme 4).149,150 A further modication of the sibiromycin
anthranilate moiety occurs during condensation at the SibE
NRPS-bound precursor, which is hydroxylated by SibG at the C-5
position of the anthranilate precursor. Aer release from NRPS,
this hydroxyl group is glycosylated by SibH, resulting in the
attachment of a sugar moiety, sibirosamine.150

The tomaymycin oxidoreductase, TomO, which is homolo-
gous to SibG, probably acts on the NRPS-bound substrate and,
similarly to sibiromycin biosynthesis, hydroxylates the C-5
position of the anthranilate precursor (Scheme 4).150 Subse-
quently, while still bound to NRPS, hydroxylation at the C-4
position of the anthranilate precursor catalysed by TomE/
TomF oxidoreductases and methylation of this hydroxyl group
by TomG methyltransferase occurs to create the intermediate
for condensation with DH-EPL (Scheme 4).32 The Lim7/Lim8
pair of enzymes, which are homologous to TomE/TomF, are
involved in the biosynthesis of limazepines. Correspondingly,
these putative oxidoreductases presumably catalyse the analo-
gous hydroxylation at the C-4 position of the NRPS-bound
anthranilate precursor (Scheme 4).22 The subsequent methyla-
tion of the C-4 hydroxyl was assigned to Lim9 based on its
sequence similarity to tomaymycin methyltransferase TomG.
However, these proteins would methylate hydroxyls in different
positions (C-5 vs. C-4 of the anthranilate precursor; Scheme 4),
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2018
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Scheme 4 Modifications of anthranilates in PBDs. The protein-catalysing modifications of anthranilates prior to condensation and the resulting
groups are in blue; post-condensation modifications are in red. Proteins in brackets indicate NRPS proteins, which activate anthranilates and are
not drawn in the corresponding intermediates.
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suggesting that the putative homologous methyltransferases
have a somewhat relaxed substrate specicity. With the excep-
tion of glycosylation in sibiromycin biosynthesis, the anthra-
nilate precursors of PBDs are thus likely to enter the
condensation reaction already in their nal forms. The modi-
cations at C-11 of the assembled PBD must occur post-
condensationally; however, there is currently no information
available concerning the biochemical origin of the C-11-oxo
forms of PBDs and the secondary amines of usabamycins and
boseongazepines.

5.2 Hormaomycin biosynthesis

In addition to the activated APD precursor, seven other amino
acids enter the condensation step of hormaomycin biosyn-
thesis. Of these, only L-isoleucine is proteinogenic. Together,
ve different types of specialized precursors participate in the
condensation, as two unusual amino acids are incorporated
twice in the resulting hormaomycin molecule. Beside genes
coding for NRPS, a large portion of the hormaomycin BGC
encodes enzymes involved in the biosynthesis of these special-
ized precursors.

5.2.1 Biosynthesis of hormaomycin precursors. The
biosynthesis of hormaomycin APD, DH-PPLh, was covered in
Chapter 3. Incorporation experiments suggested that 3-(trans-20-
nitrocyclopropyl)-alanine [(3-Ncp)-Ala] is generated from L-
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2018
lysine, which is probably rst activated by hydroxylation at the
C4 position.159 Feeding studies with deuterated (3-Ncp)Ala
showed that it is completely synthesized before the peptide
chain of hormaomycin is assembled.160 The assignment of
biosynthetic proteins responsible for the formation of (3-Ncp)
Ala is difficult. The only protein with a predictable role in lysine
metabolism is HrmT, which can play a role in diverting lysine
precursors from primary metabolism to (3-Ncp)Ala biosyn-
thesis.6 By a process of elimination, two other proteins were
identied as possible candidates: HrmI and J. However, their
function in the biosynthesis of (3-Ncp)Ala remains unknown.
Homologues of enzymes that were previously identied in
cyclopropyl ring formation were not found to be encoded in the
hormaomycin BGC or elsewhere in the genome.6 This indicates
that its formation probably occurs by a process unlike any
currently described.161

In the biosynthesis of 5-chloropyrrole 2-carboxylic acid
(Chpca), L-proline is probably activated by a stand-alone A-
domain protein, HrmK, and transferred to the CP HrmL to
form a thioester-bound prolyl-CP.6 Following dehydrogenation
of prolyl-CP to 2-pyrroloyl-CP, it is probably catalysed either by
HrmM alone or HrmMwith HrmN in cooperation, as both these
proteins are similar to the known acyl-CoA dehydrogenases.6

Chlorination of the pyrrole is performed by HrmQ, as was
shown in the combinatorial expression of hrmQ with genes of
Nat. Prod. Rep., 2018, 35, 257–289 | 277
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the clorobiocin BGC, which led to the production of hybrid
aminocoumarins with an additional chlorine atom at position 5
of the pyrrole unit.162 In contrast, the protein responsible for the
N-hydroxylation of the pyrrole ring is still unknown. It is
believed that most of the biosynthetic steps occur on the HrmL-
bound substrate. The nal CP-bound product is then probably
condensed with (3-Ncp)Ala attached to the CP of the rst
module of HrmO.6

Initial feeding studies indicated that the methyl group of b-
methyl phenylalanine [(b-Me)Phe] is introduced by a SAM-
dependent methyltransferase onto a suitable precursor gener-
ated from L-Phe.6 This methylation reaction is probably cata-
lysed by the putative methyltransferase HrmS, which is
homologous (52% identity, 97% coverage) to another described
C-methyltransferase from Streptomyces hygroscopicus, MppJ.102

HrmS probably introduces a methyl group into a-keto acid
phenylpyruvate, which has been demonstrated to be a natural
substrate of MppJ (see also Section 3.2.1). The last step of (b-Me)
Phe biosynthesis is the transamination reaction, which is
probably catalysed by the corresponding enzyme from primary
metabolism, due to the lack of a corresponding gene in the
hormaomycin BGC. Note that hormaomycin BGC contains an
additional gene encoding the C-methyltransferase, HrmC
(Apd3), which is homologous to HrmS (22% identity; 90%
coverage). HrmC is involved in 3C APD biosynthesis and its
links to HrmS are discussed in Section 3.2.1 (regarding simi-
larity of their active sites and substrates) and Section 3.4.2
(regarding the evolutionary aspects).

5.2.2 Condensation of hormaomycin precursors. The
biosynthesis of hormaomycin combines the biosynthetic path-
ways of ve different precursors covered by secondary metabo-
lism. The molecular assembly of a total of eight biosynthetic
precursors, formed in the framework of both primary and
secondary metabolism, is ensured by NRPS, which is accord-
ingly more complicated than that of PBDs. Indeed, eight genes
encoding homologues of CPs were identied in hormaomycin
BGC.6 One of them is encoded by the free-standing gene hrmL,
and seven are integrated into two modular NRPSs: HrmO
(containing four A-domains O1–O4) and HrmP (three A-domains
P1–P3). The A-domains for all amino acid residues of hormao-
mycin were functionally analysed using mass exchange-based
adenylation assays, which showed that the unique amino
acids 4-((Z)-propenyl-L-proline (HrmP3A), (3-Ncp)Ala (HrmO1A
and HrmO4A) and (b-Me)Phe (HrmO3A and HrmP1A)) are
recognized with high selectivity.163 In contrast, some domains,
especially HrmP2A, have a rather relaxed substrate specicity.
Interestingly, HrmP2A preferentially activates Val over Ile in
vitro, even though Ile and not Val is present in hormaomycin.163
6 Lincosamide biosynthesis: natural
hybrid system of APD incorporation

Lincosamides are dened by their central core being comprised of
a naturally rare amino-octose, to which an amino acid (L-proline
or an APD in natural lincosamides) is attached via an amide bond.
Correspondingly, a large part of the lincosamide biosynthetic
278 | Nat. Prod. Rep., 2018, 35, 257–289
machinery proceeds through a sugar metabolic pathway, which is
graphically illustrated by a comparison of the respective BGCs and
by the proposed BGC for a hypothetical ‘minimal’ lincosamide in
Fig. 11. Formation of the amide bond is catalysed by a unique
hybrid condensation system, which apparently arose as a reec-
tion of the need to connect an unusual combination of
condensing partners, an amino sugar and an amino acid. The
condensation system combines NRPS components that are
responsible for amino acid activation (covered in Chapter 4) with
NRPS-dissimilar ergothioneine-dependent activity, which is
responsible for amino sugar conjugation/activation and subse-
quent amide bond formation.7,11,13 The condensation system
subsequently determines the mycothiol-dependent post-
condensation modications, which result in sulphur atom
incorporation into the lincosamide structure and which continue
with a branch-point that directs whether the attachment of
another building block, i.e. salicylic acid, will occur.7,14–17
6.1 Biosynthesis of the amino sugar precursor

Elucidation of the biosynthesis of the amino sugar precursor
was conducted solely using a lincomycin model. However, the
amino sugar precursors of the natural lincosamides celesticetin
and Bu-2545 are identical to that of lincomycin; therefore, it can
be assumed that its formation proceeds through the same
machinery (this assumption is further supported by the
comparison of lincomycin and celesticetin BGCs in Fig. 11). The
rst biosynthetic study of the amino sugar precursor was based
on feeding experiments using 13C-labelled D-glucose,164 which
showed that the amino-octose may be formed by a condensa-
tion reaction catalysed by a transaldolase from a pentose 5-
phosphate (C5) and a C3 unit derived from the pentose phos-
phate pathway. Later, the rst key intermediate of the amino
sugar biosynthesis, D-erythro-D-gluco-octose 8-phosphate (13),
was identied (Scheme 5).165 This led to the formulation of the
following two initial enzymatic steps: a transaldol reaction
catalysed by LmbR using D-fructose 6-phosphate (10) or D-
sedoheptulose 7-phosphate (11) as the C3 donor and D-ribose 5-
phosphate (9) as the C5 acceptor, followed by 1,2-isomerization
catalysed by LmbN, which converts the resulting octulose 8-
phosphate (12) to octose 8-phosphate (13) (Scheme 5).165

Further biosynthetic steps were elucidated using synthetic
octose 1,8-bisphosphate (14), which was converted to octose 1-
phosphate (15) in an in vitro reaction catalysed by LmbK
phosphatase.12 It has been proposed that octose 8-phosphate
(13) is converted to the regioisomeric octose 1-phosphate (15)
through the 1,8-bisphosphate intermediate 14, where the
second phosphorylation is presumably catalysed by the putative
kinase LmbP.12 However, these authors claimed that direct
conrmation of the LmbP function was unsuccessful due to
difficulties in refolding the insoluble protein. Octose 1-phos-
phate (15) is then converted to nucleotide-activated octose 16 by
a nucleotidylyltransferase LmbO.12 The last steps comprise
epimerization of the C-4 hydroxyl group, the conversion of the
C-6 hydroxyl group into an amino group and a formal reduction
of the primary alcohol at C-8 into a methyl group. It is not clear
which of these three alternative modications proceeds rst.
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2018
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Fig. 11 BGCs of lincomycin, celesticetin and hypothetical BGC coding for the biosynthesis of a ‘minimal’ lincosamide. The biosynthetic or
regulatory genes are marked by corresponding capital letters or numbers; the resistance genes are marked by “r” and a corresponding capital
letter or number. The red numbers bellow apd genes correspond to the number of APD biosynthetic steps catalysed by encoded proteins. The
homologous genes are connected by black lines.
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Therefore, two alternative routes are proposed in this review
(Scheme 5). Both routes are based on the assumption that the
change of the spatial orientation of the C-4 hydroxyl group from
equatorial to axial could cause better steric accessibility of the
C-6 hydroxyl group for proteins participating in its trans-
formation into an amine.

Accordingly, the epimerization should occur as the rst
reaction during the substitution 7-OH for 7-NH2. The number of
the genes necessary for the rst three steps of route A (Scheme 5)
together with their predicted functions via BLAST analysis13 are
in accordance with the following biosynthetic steps: a putative
epimerase LmbM could epimerize the C-4 hydroxyl group of 16
affording D-galacto-octose 17 and the C-6-amino group may be
introduced through three steps. LmbL (putative dehydrogenase)
could catalyse the formation of ketone 18, which would give
imine 19 via the putative aminotransferase LmbS. The reduction
of imine 19 by the putative oxidoreductase LmbZ could afford
amine 20. The last step of route A represents the transformation
of 20 to 21, which is, however, not a suitable candidate in neither
lincomycin nor celesticetin BGC. An alternative route B starts by
the formal reduction of GDP-octose 16 to 22 (Scheme 5). The
remaining steps in route B are analogous to those of route A
(epimerization of 22 to 23, followed by oxidation of 23 to 24,
transamination of 24 to 25 and the nal reduction of imine 25 to
amine 21). Prior to linking amino sugar metabolism with amino
acid metabolism (L-proline or APD), amino-octose 21 requires
a transglycosylation step by ergothioneine, which is subse-
quently substituted by mycothiol to allow for the further matu-
ration of the lincosamide skeleton (see Section 6.2).
6.2 Ergothioneine and mycothiol as hidden biosynthetic
participants

Ergothioneine and mycothiol are low molecular weight thiols
that are generally known for maintaining the redox potential in
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2018
cells and therefore play an important role in cell detoxication
processes. The major protective thiol in eukaryotes and most
Gram-negative bacteria is glutathione. However, many taxo-
nomically more specic thiols have been identied, including
mycothiol and ergothioneine, gamma-glutamylcysteine, ovo-
thiol, bacillithiol and others.166,167 Mycothiol is considered
a glutathione surrogate and is the predominant thiol respon-
sible for cell detoxication processes in most actinomycetes. Its
general function lies in binding electrophiles (toxins, antibi-
otics) into S-conjugates, which are subsequently cleaved by Mca
amidase. The resulting mercapturic acid derivatives, i.e. elec-
trophiles bearing an N-acetylcysteine residue, are then excreted
from the cell.168 Ergothioneine is biosynthesized by actinomy-
cetes and fungi and is able to scavenge reactive oxygen species
or reduce ferrylmyoglobin, which can be formed under oxida-
tive stress.166 Aside from the protective role of the thiols, an
intriguing precedent has been described for a constructive role
for glutathione in the biosynthesis; in this case, it serves as
a sulphur donor in the biosynthesis of gliotoxin.169 Interest-
ingly, this sulphur-incorporation mechanism is reminiscent of
the glutathione-dependent detoxication process.170 An analo-
gous biosynthetic function was also revealed for coenzyme A.
Although its function is not in cell protection, it was unexpected
to reveal that it provides the cysteamine side chain in the
biosynthesis of thienamycin.171 Concerning mycothiol and
ergothioneine, a number of natural products have been iden-
tied as containing these thiols as part of their molecules; for
instance, benzastatin JBIR-73, spithioneines A and B and cli-
thioneine are ergothioneine S-conjugates;172–174 lusencimycins F
and G are mycothiol S-conjugates; and lusencimycins D and E175

are mercapturic acid derivatives possibly converted from
mycothiol S-conjugates by Mca amidase or its homologue. It is
questionable whether these metabolites are simply thiol
detoxication process products or whether the thiol residues
Nat. Prod. Rep., 2018, 35, 257–289 | 279
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Scheme 5 Biosynthesis of the amino-octose moiety of lincomycin. Functions of proteins marked with an asterisk are not proven.
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have some signicance for metabolite function (e.g. bioactivity),
which would signify a biosynthetic relevance of the thiols. BGCs
for these compounds, which could shed light on this aspect,
have unfortunately not yet been published. Furthermore, even
though it is a hidden to a large extent, a clearly biosynthetic role
was revealed for ergothioneine and mycothiol, both of which
have been shown to participate in the biosynthesis of lincosa-
mides. Specically, the formation of the lincosamide amide
bond is dependent on the S-conjugation of ergothioneine with
the amino sugar prior to the condensation reaction.7 The exact
role of ergothioneine in this process remains elusive; however,
it was proposed that it acts as an activator/carrier of the amino-
octose precursor, similar to the role of a carrier protein or
coenzyme A in amino acid activation and transfer.176 This
function for ergothioneine, or protective low molecular weight
thiols in general, would be unprecedented. Additionally, the
involvement of ergothioneine mediates the incorporation of the
280 | Nat. Prod. Rep., 2018, 35, 257–289
sulphur atom so that it is bound in the nal structure through
an a-S-linkage. However, the sulphur atom originates from
mycothiol in a process that is formally reminiscent of a myco-
thiol-dependent detoxication system; i.e. a mycothiol S-
conjugate with lincosamide intermediate is formed. This
intermediate is then transformed by a reaction catalysed by an
Mca amidase homologue into a mercapturic acid derivative.
This intermediate is not excreted from the cell as a detoxica-
tion waste product but is processed further so that only the
sulphur atom label remains in the structure of lincomycin and
Bu-2545 and in the ethanethiol residue in the structure of
celesticetin.
6.3 Unique amide bond formation and sulphur
incorporation

Condensation and initial post-condensation reactions were
elucidated using either lincomycin or celesticetin recombinant
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2018
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biosynthetic proteins, depending on the accessibility of their
soluble forms. This portion of the biosynthesis is expected to
proceed in the same manner in both compounds. NRPS-
dissimilar condensation is initiated by the formation of a b-S-
linkage between the amino-octose precursor 21 and ergo-
thioneine in a reaction catalysed by LmbT/CcbT GTase
(Scheme 6).

The resulting conjugate 26 then enters the condensation
reaction with L-proline or an APD bound to the carrier protein
domain of the LmbN/CcbZ bifunctional protein.13 Amide bond
formation between the activated amino acid and ergothioneine-
conjugated amino sugar is catalysed by the unique condensing
enzyme LmbD/CcbD (Scheme 6), which exhibits no sequence
similarity to any database of available proteins including other
known condensing enzymes. It thus appears that LmbD/CcbD
represents a condensing enzyme with a novel fold, suggesting
Scheme 6 Condensation and post-condensation steps in the biosynthe
and its step-by-step processing are highlighted in blue. EGT – ergothio

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2018
that it evolved specically for lincosamides. In the condensed
lincosamide scaffold 27/28, the ergothioneine residue is
replaced by mycothiol in a reaction catalyzed by LmbV/CcbV
GTase with a conserved DinB-2 domain to afford the conju-
gate 29/30 with an a-S-linkage (Scheme 6), which is retained in
the nal lincosamide structure.7 The mycothiol residue of 29/30
is eliminated through a step-by-step sequence of post-
condensation modications starting with the removal of the
1-O-glucosamine-D-myoinositol pseudodisaccharide (Scheme
6). This biosynthetic step is catalysed by LmbE/CcbE amidase,
which is homologous to the Mca amidase involved in the
mycothiol detoxication process.7 The resulting mercapturic
acid derivative 31/32 is unlocked for further biosynthetic steps
by deacetylation of the N-acetylcysteine residue,14 for which no
biosynthetic protein has been assigned. The resulting
compound 33/34 is the major native substrate of SAM-
sis of the lincosamides lincomycin and celesticetin. Mycothiol residue
neine, MSH – mycothiol.

Nat. Prod. Rep., 2018, 35, 257–289 | 281
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dependent N-methyltransferase LmbJ/CcbJ, which attaches
a methyl group at the amino acid moiety to give 35/36 (Scheme
6).14 This N-methyl ornamentation represents the last common
step in the condensation and post-condensation biosynthetic
steps of lincosamides (except for the incorporation of different
amino acids). The N-methylation step catalysed by LmbJ can
also occur aer the reaction catalysed by LmbF (see Section 6.4),
i.e. with the N-demethyl analogue of 37.14

6.4 Post-condensation diversication of lincosamide
pathways

The unprecedented diversication of the lincosamide pathway is
enabled by the homologous pyridoxal-50-phosphate-dependent
proteins LmbF and CcbF. These proteins process the interme-
diates 35 and 36 in different ways. LmbF catalyses b-elimination
to form 37 with a sulphydryl group,14 which is subsequently
methylated by LmbG S-methyltransferase to give the nal
pathway product lincomycin (Scheme 6).15,16 In contrast, CcbF
catalyses an unusual decarboxylation-coupled oxidative deami-
nation to preserve the two-carbon aldehyde attached at the
sulphur atom, affording 38 (Scheme 6).14–16 The reactive aldehyde
functional group in 38 is reduced by Ccb5 NADPH-dependent
reductase to the alcohol 39 (Scheme 6). At this point, the
hydroxyl group at the amino sugar moiety C-7 position is meth-
ylated by Ccb4 SAM-dependent O-methyltransferase to give
desalicetin (41) (Scheme 6; an analogous step has to also occur in
the biosynthesis of Bu-2545). To a lesser extent, the reactions
catalysed by Ccb5 and Ccb4 can also proceed in the reverse order
(Scheme 6).15,16 Subsequently, an ester bond is formed between
the alcohol 41 and salicylic acid. The source of salicylic acid is
presumably chorismic acid, from which it could be converted by
a putative salicylate synthase Ccb3,13 which possesses a cho-
rismate binding domain (as suggested by BLASTP). Prior to ester
bond formation, salicylic acid is adenylated and transferred on
CoA by Ccb2 salicylyl–CoA ligase. The salicylate–CoA conjugate
and the lincosamide intermediate 41 are substrates for the
unusual celesticetin-specic Ccb1 acyltransferase from the WS/
DGAT-family of proteins, which catalyses the condensation of
salicylic acid and 41, giving the nal pathway metabolite celes-
ticetin.17 Several previously identied natural lincosamides are
products of the described biosynthesis with some alternations.
Lincosamide Bu-2545, which does not have an identied
biosynthetic gene cluster, is apparently formed by the same
strategy as lincomycin except for the incorporation of an L-proline
instead of an APD and for O-methylation of the hydroxyl group at
C-7 of the sugar moiety, for which a homologue of Ccb4 O-
methyltransferase should be responsible.O-Demethylcelesticetin
arises as a result of Ccb4 methyltransferase omission, and cel-
esticetin derivatives with incorporated anthranilic acid (formed
in different pathways or in primary metabolism) are produced177

due to the relaxed substrate specicity by Ccb1 and Ccb2, which
are responsible for the acid attachment.

6.5 Evolutionary milestones in lincosamide biosynthesis

Considering the structural context of the APD incorporation, as
the main topic of this review, lincomycin is an anomalous
282 | Nat. Prod. Rep., 2018, 35, 257–289
complex compound, combining rare amino acid APD with the
unique amino thio-octose. However, regardless of the nature of
the incorporated amino acid precursor (APD or L-proline), the
lincosamide condensation system is a mysterious biosynthetic
machine anyway; and is absolutely dissimilar to any other yet
described system. In the evolution of lincosamide biosynthesis,
we can detect two milestones: (I) set-up of the basic lincosamide
condensation system, i.e. emergence of the lincosamide group,
and (II) upgrade of the basic system to incorporate additional or
more complex precursors.

The basic lincosamide condensation system presumably
produced a compound structurally close to simple Bu-2545, for
which the BGC remains unknown too. Nevertheless, based on
knowledge of lincosamide biosynthesis, we can easily predict all
the indispensable genes. As is evident from the virtual BGC of
‘minimal’ lincosamide in Fig. 11, a majority of encoded proteins
participate in the highly specialized sugar secondary metabo-
lism: in biosynthesis of the special amino-octose or in the
incorporation of a sulphur atom into its structure by unex-
pected metabolic coupling with ergothioneine and mycothiol
metabolism.7 The clear prevalence of sugar metabolism
resembling genes in the BGC reects the core function of the
unique amino thio-octose for the biological activity of lincosa-
mides; whereby its structure is precisely “designed to t” the
ribosome target site (see Sections 2.4 and 2.5). When the pro-
teinogenic L-proline is incorporated in the basic lincosamide
structure (without the need for any biosynthetic genes in the
BGC), three genes encode proteins directly involved in the
amino acid moiety attachment and, only two of them resemble
amino acid secondary metabolism: the stand-alone L-proline-
specic A-domain and small CP-domain are general compo-
nents of NRPS condensation systems in the secondary metab-
olism of peptides. The last but not least component of the
sugar-amino acid condensing system is the most mysterious
element of the whole lincosamide system; where, even though
the condensation activity of the CcbD/LmbD protein has been
experimentally demonstrated,7 the enzymatic reaction remains
obscure. Although this protein participates in quite a common
reaction, namely formation of the amide bond, it was identied
exclusively in biosynthesis of lincosamides with no other
homologues and no known structural motif or protein fold.

Altogether, this hybrid condensation system combining
NRPS-like elements with unique reactions, including incorpo-
ration of the sulphur and formation of the amide bond, is
dissimilar to any other yet described amino sugar incorporating
system that employs only NRPS components, as in the biosyn-
thesis of streptothricin178 and nourseothricin,179 or the pure
NRPS-independent mechanism, as in the biosynthesis of small
thiols mycothiol and bacillithiol180–183 or puromycin.184

The second milestone in lincosamide biosynthesis evolution
was the upgrade to produce more efficient complex compounds
by: rst, the additional attachment of a salicylate moiety in
celesticetin biosynthesis (when the reaction specicity of pyri-
doxal-50-dependent F protein was modied); second and more
interestingly, by the integration of specialized APD instead of L-
proline (when the APD sub-cluster was accepted by HGT and the
A-domain was adapted to activate the unusual substrate). The
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2018
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mysterious condensation system was thus even upgraded to
connect two highly specialized secondary metabolites, instead
of the combination of a secondary metabolite and primary
metabolite.

In summary, a very small group of lincosamides offers an
amazing list of strategies in molecular evolution, including the
de novo establishment of a system for combination of precur-
sors, acceptance of sub-clusters by HGT as well as the adapta-
tion of substrate specicity and a shi of the reaction specicity
of the involved enzymes.
7 Application potential inspired by
Nature

The sub-cluster mosaic patterns of BGCs encoding complex
natural products, combined with their unexpected biochemistry
and unusual enzymology, can, on the one hand, seriously
complicate the gene-to-molecule prediction, while on the other
hand, once elucidated, it provides an amazing inspirational
basis for pathway-engineered approaches towards the synthesis
of valuable bioactive compounds. APD compounds as well as
non-APD lincosamides represent specialized secondary metab-
olites of Actinobacteria formed through complex biosynthetic
pathways. This is particularly true for lincomycin, where two
specialized pathways, those for APD and amino sugar forma-
tion, meet one another. Recent achievements in the elucidation
of APD biosynthesis and of the unique condensation system
and post-condensation maturation of lincosamides have
provided us with a great lesson on the mechanisms of the
molecular evolution of complex secondary metabolites. More-
over, the newly acquired knowledge represents a blueprint from
which we can mimic the ‘genetic engineering’ that has occurred
in nature and can use this to prepare novel, unnatural, hybrid
compounds.

Two types of biosynthetic enzymes are essential from both
an evolutionary and biotechnological point of view: (1)
‘pathway-forming’ proteins, which represent unusual proteins
that are indispensable for the pathway (e.g. Apd2, LmbD/CcbD
and Ccb1) and (2) ‘branch-forming’ proteins, which represent
a pair of proteins responsible for pathway diversication ach-
ieved through a modied substrate or reaction specicity (e.g.
Apd6LIN vs. Apd6PBD, CcbC vs. LmbC and CcbF vs. LmbF). These
enzymes represent the key tools for directing biosynthesis
towards new hybrid compounds inspired by nature.
7.1 APD incorporation in a new context

4-Substitued prolines are considered as useful reagents in
chemical synthesis, including in the design of new bioactive
peptidomimetics,185 as these moieties occur frequently in
biomolecules (proteins, peptides or even small molecules). The
logical advantage of the C-4 position is the distance of the
substituent from the residues participating in peptide bound
formation, resulting in minimal steric hindrance and a poten-
tial to conjugate peptides to other chemical entities. In the case
of small bioactive compounds consisting of two moieties only
(like lincomycin or PBDs), formal 4-alkylation of the proline
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2018
moiety offers the opportunity to extend molecule in the direc-
tion opposite to the other moiety and thus can yield the deriv-
ative with a prolonged shape. Besides APD compounds
originating from L-tyrosine, exclusive for Actinobacteria,
secondary metabolites with 4-methylproline moiety are
produced in cyanobacteria from L-leucine.186 By screening 116
cyanobacteria strains from 8 genera, 11 new structurally diverse
compounds (nonribosomal cyclic depsipeptides, nostowei-
peptins and nostopeptolides) with 4-methyl-L-proline moiety
were identied in two Nostoc strains.187 This suggests that the
biosynthesis of natural products with 4-alkylated proline
residue represents a successful natural biosynthetic concept
that has evolved several times in parallel.8 Therefore, the
knowledge regarding APDs and APD compound biosynthesis
summarized in chapters 3 to 6 raises the question of whether
APDs could replace 4-methyl-L-proline or even L-proline residues
in a number of other bioactive molecules that contain these
residues (published examples are listed in Section 4.2). The
resulting compounds could benet from APD incorporation in
a similar way to lincosamides and PBDs (and possibly hor-
maomycin), which all exhibit different modes of action.
7.2 Hybrid compounds using natural biosynthetic
branching points

Evaluation of the antimicrobial and antiplasmodial activities of
both natural and synthetic lincosamides revealed that the
length of the alkyl side chain at C-40 represents the molecule
‘hot spot’, which plays a crucial role in the efficiency of these
compounds.86 Given the economic unfeasibility of preparing
synthetic lincosamides, current knowledge regarding lincosa-
mide biosynthesis has opened the door to preparing more
efficient lincosamides without the need for their total synthesis.
As an example, the relaxed substrate specicity of APD-specic
A-domain LmbC and downstream proteins in lincomycin
biosynthesis has enabled the preparation of lincomycin deriv-
atives with an extended side chain at C-40 by mutasynthesis. The
mutasynthetic approach has resulted in more efficient 40-butyl-
40-depropyl- and 40-depropyl-40-pentyl-lincomycin derivatives.
Furthermore, the identication of different reaction specicity
in LmbF/CcbF proteins (Scheme 6), which represent post-
condensation ‘branch-forming’ points in the biosynthesis of
lincomycin and celesticetin, has provided us with another
opportunity to prepare more efficient lincosamides. Briey,
LmbF substrate produced by a deletion mutant strain of
a lincomycin producer was puried and processed in vitro with
CcbF and downstream celesticetin biosynthetic proteins Ccb5,
(Ccb4), Ccb2, and Ccb1 to attach salicylic acid in the same
manner as during the biosynthesis of celesticetin. The resulting
compounds CELIN and ODCELIN (depending on whether cel-
esticetin O-methyltransferase Ccb4 was employed; Fig. 5)
exhibited more pronounced antibacterial activities than both
celesticetin and lincomycin.17 These experiments not only
produced more efficient hybrid lincosamides without chemical
synthesis but also uncovered another ‘hot spot’ of the molecule:
until then, the neglected salicylate moiety was shown to be of
similar importance as the length of the alkyl side chain at C-40.
Nat. Prod. Rep., 2018, 35, 257–289 | 283
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It seems that the salicylate moiety extends the lincosamide
molecule towards the binding site of macrolides in the ribo-
some (see Section 2.4). Furthermore, it was shown that enzymes
responsible for the attachment of salicylic acid in celesticetin
biosynthesis, namely, Ccb2 salicylyl–CoA ligase and Ccb1 acyl-
transferase, have a relaxed substrate specicity, which allows
for the incorporation of a number of benzoic acid derivatives
into the lincosamide structure. Additionally, the authors
proposed that using different biosynthetic systems, providing
acids transferred to CoA, would possibly extend the spectrum of
structures that could be attached to lincosamides beyond ben-
zoic acid derivatives. The combination of the possible strategies
to improve lincosamide efficiency has been summarized here,
whereby construction of the respective engineered strains for
their production and the application of simple synthetic steps,
such as the efficiency improving chlorination at C-7 (i.e. the
preparation of clindamycin from lincomycin), offer a broad
spectrum of possibilities to prepare more efficient lincosa-
mides, which could attract the attention of the pharmaceutical
industry.

The length and degree of saturation of the side chain of the
APD moiety were also identied as one of several ‘hot spots’ for
PBDs. Even though the preparation of antitumour agents based
on PBDs has mainly focused on synthetically prepared
compounds, the preparation of novel PBD scaffolds undoubt-
edly represents an interesting avenue of research. For instance,
a suitable combination of modications at the anthranilate and
APD moieties could be explored.

8 Conclusion

The overall progress in the elucidation of APD biosynthesis has
allowed us to postulate a sufficiently evidenced complete
scheme of formation for this unusual precursor. However,
several reactions still remain to be elucidated, and not all
pathway intermediates have been fully characterized. In addi-
tion, despite the majority of Apd proteins catalysing their
reactions through unusual and oen unexpected enzymology,
the structures of Apd proteins revealing the catalytic mecha-
nisms in more detail have still not been solved. The so far
seemingly limited distribution of APD compounds to only three
groups of compounds was questioned by genome mining con-
ducted for this review, which revealed that public databases
contain a number of putative BGCs for novel APD compounds
and showed that the non-PBD APD compounds are far more
numerous than previously assumed. In other words, the already
known trio of groups of APD compounds represents only a small
portion of the existing variability.

The APD compounds have never been described as inde-
pendent biologically active compounds nor do they confer
unique or specic functions on APD-incorporating compounds.
So what is the driving force behind APD biosynthetic pathway
evolution and distribution? The example of two more deeply
studied groups of APD compounds (PBDs and lincosamides)
could provide a possible answer. The APDs seem to be struc-
turally and thus also functionally more advantageous variants
of L-proline in many natural product structures, and moreover,
284 | Nat. Prod. Rep., 2018, 35, 257–289
the L-proline-incorporating biosynthetic systems are oen
almost ready to accept APDs as substitutes, requiring only
a minor adaptation of key enzymes.

L-Proline, because of its specic structure, occupies a distinct
position among the proteinogenic amino acids. Its incorpora-
tion confers specic properties to the nal product (regardless
of whether the product is a protein or a small molecule). The
modication at C-4 of the L-proline molecule, especially formal
C-4 alkylation, represents a structurally interesting alternative
to the original L-proline, as documented by incorporation of the
APD sub-cluster in the BGCs of more groups of natural
compounds, which presumably originally incorporated only
a simple L-proline. In each group of compounds, the nal
modication of the APD moiety has further evolved indepen-
dently to efficiently improve the group-specic interaction with
the target structure, which is reected in the genetic composi-
tion of the respective sub-clusters. The genes in the PBD BGCs
correspond to the formation of unsaturated APD moieties,
which, due to their planar and slightly twisted shape, t best
into the minor groove of DNA. Additional functional groups of
the APD moiety can improve the binding to DNA or shi the
sequence specicity of the molecule. In the lincosamide struc-
ture, on the other hand, the fully saturated APD with a very long
alkyl side-chain is needed to efficiently interfere with t-RNA
binding in the A site of the ribosome.

APD sub-clusters are spread and integrated into the BGCs of
variable groups of compounds relatively easily, resulting in
a high diversity among the produced APD compounds. There-
fore, genetic engineering employed to attain the combinatorial
potential that could overcome processes in nature seems
impossible. However, there are at least two examples showing
that in some cases, we do have the opportunity to challenge
nature. The rst example is the enzymatic preparation of CELIN
lincosamide, achieved through the combination of BGCs for the
synthesis of highly specialized compounds, resulting in
a chimera between natural lincomycin and celesticetin, i.e. an
entirely nature-like hybrid compound. The failure of nature to
come up with this combination may be explained by a complex
metabolic coupling of lincosamide biosynthesis with other
specialized cellular systems, such as the metabolism of low
molecular weight thiols. It is possibly the reason for the
extremely low natural frequency of this group of compounds,
limiting also their natural combinatorial evolution. In such
cases, the biological efficiency does not necessarily go hand in
hand with their evolutionary success: lincosamides are medic-
inally important antibiotics and the antibacterial activity of
CELIN is greater than that of any currently known natural lin-
cosamides, including lincomycin. The other example of
possibly successful genetic engineering by a combination of
existing BGCs still remains hypothetical. This covers complex
molecules with L-proline or 4-methyl-L-proline moieties, which
could be replaced for APD moieties in order to prepare more
efficient hybrid natural products. The possible target
compounds form a broad spectrum of highly variable natural
compounds oen produced outside Actinobacteria, which
could limit the combinatorial potential with Actinobacteria-
specic APDs in nature by interspecies barriers. The
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2018
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combinatorial approaches of genetic engineering could in this
case improve the natural ‘state of the art’.
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